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ABSTRACT 
Modern cell phone hardware, due to its integrated peripherals, provides a low cost 
intelligent controller for use in the navigation of an Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV). 
 
Most commercial AGV’s use proprietary hardware which is expensive to replace and 
also difficult to maintain. Using industrial hardware components combined with 
Android mobile platforms could provide a low-cost alternative. This would be easier 
to maintain, using existing in-house factory maintenance knowledge.   
 
A prototype AGV was designed and developed based on an integrated system 
between an industrial Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and an Android 
operating system mobile platform. This system utilises the mobile platforms 
integrated Global Position System (GPS) or video camera as tools for navigation. 
 
Experimental tests were performed to determine whether the prototype can navigate 
a predefined course by making use of GPS and camera line following algorithms. 
 
The accuracy of the line following algorithm was influenced by the speed at which 
the research AGV moved. Mounting the Android camera higher above the ground 
improved the vision and therefore accuracy of the algorithm. 
 
The GPS algorithm successfully navigated to various waypoints. The accuracy of the 
implemented GPS unit on the Android device is its limitation.  The research unit was 
only capable of reaching a waypoint consistently within a three-metre radius. 
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The engineering landscape is continuously changing and very competitive. In order 
for businesses to stay competitive, they constantly need to provide better and more 
innovative solutions. This causes engineers to specialise in new fields that have not 
been defined or explored in order to maximise the value of their solutions. 
 
1.2  MECHATRONICS SYSTEMS 
Generally, there is a considerable confusion as to what Mechatronics encompasses. 
This is mostly attributed to it being a relatively new line of engineering. In short 
mechatronics could be described as a combination of mechanical, electrical, 
electronic and software engineering as illustrated in Figure1.1. It is used in the 
design, development and control of diverse systems employed in a range of 
industries including manufacturing, medicine and the service industries (Bradley, 
2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Mechatronics Graphical Representation 
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1.3 AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES 
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV)’s have been in existence since the 1950’s, where 
analogue technologies were initially used to create an unmanned mobile machine 
that was able to avoid collisions (Dudec, 2000). The purpose of these AGV’s was to 
move without a human driver and to perform tasks automatically. Initial projects were 
aimed at military use, but soon expanded to the industrial sector. 
 
The rapid development of electronics in the 1980’s and the boom of the 
microprocessor allowed for greater computational power and decreased components 
sizes. These advances coupled with the reduced overall component cost started to 
make AGV development more viable. 
 
The use of mobile AGV’s has increased considerably over the last decade. This is 
mainly due to the flexibility they provide in the increasing demands of the factory 
environment. The use of an AGV can be seen as a mobile conveyer belt system for 
material handling. Owing to its immediate benefit within the factory environment, 
research in the AGV and its associated navigation techniques has been focused on 
indoor use. 
 
Unfortunately most of the commercially available AGV’s have critical shortcomings. 
These include issues such as closed architecture, incomplete documentation and 
difficulty in adapting to increased demands (Ranko & Guzmán, 2003). 
 
The most challenging aspect of designing an AGV is its navigation system. The 
navigation system should determine the vehicle’s current position with respect to its 
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desired destination and then guide it accordingly. In Chapter 2.10 the various 
guidance techniques will be identified and discussed. The viability of using these 
different techniques on an Android-based platform will also form part of the 
discussion. 
 
The purpose of this research is to establish the use of Android-based hardware for 
use as an intelligent controller for an AGV. 
 
1.4 ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM 
Android is an operating system which is based on the proven Linux kernel. It was 
primarily designed to be used on mobile devices (smartphones and tablet 
computers), but has since been implemented on various embedded systems that 
range from televisions and wristwatches to household appliances. 
 
It is not widely known, but the operating system was originally developed in 2003 by 
Andy Ruben (co-founder of Danger Incorporation), Rich Milner (co-founder of 
Wildfire Communications), Nick Sears (once VP at T-Mobile) and Chris White 
(headed design and interface development at Web TV)  (Yadav, 2011). Google was 
originally only involved financially, but then bought the company Android Inc. in 2005 
(Elgin, 2006). Google marketed the Android operating system to mobile operators as 
capable of running on various platforms with the capability of being easily 
upgradeable (Block, 2007). 
 
The Android operating system is an open source project, which means that its 
development source code is freely available to be modified. The Android Open 
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Source Project (ASOP) is led by Google, whose purpose is to establish an open 
platform, standards and technical specifications for developers to develop innovative 
mobile applications. The ASOP provides tools used by the original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) to ensure that developers' applications run on a variety of 
devices, (Android, 2010). 
 
1.5 OVERALL AIM 
 
The overall aim of this project is to integrate the Android operating system mobile 
hardware technology and software features with industrial standard drive and control 
options with the view to creating an autonomously driven AGV. 
 
1.6 OBJECTIVES 
The project will have the following objectives: 
 
 Design, construct and assemble a prototype AGV platform which the NMMU 
can use for future development;  
 Research commercial and open system platforms with GPS capabilities; 
 Research industrial standard hardware and software to create an industry 
standard AGV; 
 Research power source, safety system, logic controller and drive control 
options; 
 Research routing algorithms and procedures for controlling the AGV steering.  
 Research software development on Android open source platforms; and 
 Test the reliability and robustness of the final product; 
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1.7 HYPOTHESIS 
Owing to its relatively low cost and size, the advanced processing power of modern 
cell phones with integrated GPS provides the ideal intelligent controller for use in an 
AGV.  
 
1.8 RESEARCH METHOADOLOGY 
In order to accomplish the objectives, the fundamental research issues covered in 
this project include the following: 
 Vehicle Platform Options: Select and then build an appropriate platform that 
can be used as a robust AGV;   
 Hardware Controllers: Investigate a suitable hardware controller that could 
be implemented; 
 Motor Control Techniques:  Investigate the various motor control techniques 
and implement the appropriate technique for the hardware that will be 
selected; and 
 Navigation: Investigate navigation techniques and then implement the most 
appropriate technique on the selected hardware; 
 
1.9 DELIMINATION OF RESEARCH 
The following limitations are expected: 
 The project will focus on navigation techniques that can be implemented on 
the Android platform and therefore only basic safety features will be 
implemented. 
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 Owing to the nature of GPS, the prototype AGV GPS capabilities will be 
tested in open space areas. 
 
1.10 SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH 
NMMU: 
 Provide a platform to test various navigation techniques. 
 Provide an opportunity to do research in combining the fast growing Android 
based systems into industrial platforms. This opens up various possibilities 
apart from the AGV application. During the completion of this dissertation, the 
researcher assisted a fellow Masters student in implementing a mobile 
Android based control for Kuka robots at a well-known automotive company, 
hence justifying the previous statement.  
General: 
 Provide a possible low-cost alternative to current AGV systems on the market, 
which could be packaged to provide a kit to convert existing material handling 
vehicles into automated guided vehicles. 
 
1.11 OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 
The dissertation will have the following structure: 
 Chapter 1: Introduction 
An introduction to the field of research including the objectives, overall aim 
and the research significance. 
 Chapter 2: Literature Review 
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A detailed discussion on the various aspects that need to be taken into 
consideration when building an Automated Guided Vehicle, including AGV 
safety, navigation, battery technology, controller selection and the capabilities 
of the Android operating system within this framework.  
 Chapter 3: The research AGV 
A description of the research AGV architecture, the electrical system and the 
mechanical components. 
 Chapter 4: The research AGV software 
A detailed explanation of the PLC software and Android software sections.  
 Chapter 5: The research AGV Navigation 
An explanation of how GPS and line following navigation techniques were 
implemented using the Android platform. 
 Chapter 6: Testing and Verification 
Tests are performed to see whether the prototype AGV navigates as 
expected. These results are then discussed. 
 Chapter 7: Conclusion and Recommendations 
The final comments on the dissertation will be discussed and future 
improvements will be suggested. 
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2  CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW OF AGV TECHNOLOGY 
 
This chapter focuses on the detailed requirements of an AGV. The navigation 
techniques discussed focus on the current and commonly used techniques and 
include the advantages and disadvantages of each. The review also includes 
modern communication methods and motor control techniques. The review is divided 
into sub-headings to discuss the various areas of knowledge required to build an 
AGV. The review also considers the article by (Pásztó, 2011) suggesting the use of a 
modern mobile device to control an AGV because of the wide variety of sensors 
available (compass, proximity sensor, ambient light sensor, camera, Bluetooth, GPS, 
Wi-Fi, USB). The review investigates whether mobile devices will meet the 
requirements of what Pancham (2008) describes as an AGV that can adapt to 
changing conditions.  
 
2.1  AGV TYPES 
Various platforms are currently available, which range from fork lifts to Google’s new 
fully automated Toyota Prius. The platform shape and size are determined by the 
purpose or task that the AGV needs to perform. These tasks are tailored for a 
specific industry and can range from, but not limited to, the Aerospace and defence, 
automotive, paper handling and publishing, chemical processing and agricultural 
industries. The following subsections discuss the various AGV platforms. 
 
2.1.1 FORK LIFT’S 
AGV’s are most commonly used as fork lifts’ since they can be used on so many 
applications. They are widely used for various forms of material handling. 
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2.1.2 UNIT LOAD’S 
This type of AGV is developed to carry loads and normally has a unique shape that 
will allow easy access for easy loading and unloading of material. These AGV’s are 
also associated with the term mobile conveyer systems, since they sometimes 
transport vehicle bodies in the automotive industry. This AGV type is also used as 
AGV racks and shuttle systems. 
 
2.1.3 TUGGERS 
Tugger AGV’s are used to tow non-driven carts or trailers which have a towing 
capacity of up to five tons or more of material goods (Amerdan Inc, 2010). Tugger’s 
were one of the first types of AGV’s and are still very popular today. The more 
advanced systems are capable of loading and unloading automatically. 
 
2.1.4 FARMING EQUIPMENT 
There is an increased demand for and interest in agriculture guidance systems which 
provide higher efficiency for farmers and in return could lead to more profitable 
farming. All the leading agricultural brands now have systems that are sold with their 
equipment, which provide some sort of semi or automated guidance system. Most of 
these systems are vision and GPS based.  
 
2.1.5 AEIRIAL AGV’S 
Airborne automated guided vehicles are very popular with the military and therefore 
the most advanced of these systems are classified and unknown to the general 
public. They are often used in exploration missions providing a safe way of getting 
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beyond enemy lines. Although the latest fighter jets and commercial aeroplanes still 
have pilots, they consist of very advanced control systems which theoretically would 
be able to fly automatically and could therefore be considered as a form of aerial 
AGV. 
 
2.1.6 OTHER 
As mentioned previously, there are various shapes and sizes of AGV platforms. 
Search and rescue AGV’s in particular are the broadest in their platforms, but are 
mostly still semi-automatically guided. The more conventional design is similar to 
that of a tank with tracks for good traction and construction equipment accessories 
for searching through the rubble. At the more extreme end, there are modern worm-
like AGV’s, capable of going through small spaces in search of survivors. 
 
The Google car is another example of an AGV. It makes use of ordinary cars (Toyota 
Prius, Audi TT and their new car the Lexus RX450h) as its platform, but also 
contains an advanced navigation system capable of driving in traffic. It uses 
advanced artificial intelligence algorithms, combined with various cameras and 
sensors, to commute safely between other vehicles. The test vehicles have 
completed a combined 500 000km of auto navigating (Shahan, 2012). 
 
2.2  AGV DRIVE AND STEERING TECHNIQUES  
AGV’s have a number of drive steering configurations which are influenced by the 
platform application. The drive steering complexity influences the amount of 
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electronics required for speed control. Advanced agility increases the complexity of 
the electronics required for the control system of the AGV. 
 
2.2.1 CRAB STEERING 
As the name suggest, the movement resembles that of a crab. This requires that all 
the wheels of the AGV have powered castors, in other words the steering wheel is 
also the drive of the AGV and can move independently as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
The driving wheels are rotated to change steering direction. This type of steering 
system allows for very good manoeuvrability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2.1: Crab Steering 
 
 
2.2.2 SINGLE DRIVE SEPARATE STEERING 
This steering technique is similar to the steering of a remote control car, whereby the 
front wheels provide steering and the back wheels provide drive as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. This technique is commonly implemented with a single wheel for steering 
in the front.  
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Figure 2.2: Ackerman Steering Technique 
 
2.2.3 DIFFERENTIAL STEERING 
Differential steering systems have a wheel on each side of the AGV body, whereby 
the movement and direction of the AGV is obtained by controlling the speed 
independently on each wheel as illustrated in Figure 2.3.  A description of how it 
operates can be made by comparing it with a wheelchair. (Beam Robotics Wikipedia, 
2011). A variation of this technique is skid steering often found on tanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Differential steering 
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2.2.4 STEERING TECHNIQUES CONCLUSION 
There are various alternative steering techniques that have not been discussed, but 
the above mentioned techniques are the most prevalent currently in use. Table 2.1 
shows important criteria that need to be taken into consideration when selecting a 
specific steering technique. Ultimately the final selection will be a trade-off between 
manoeuvrability and the required electronics. 
 
 
CRAB STEERING 
SINGLE DRIVE 
SEPARATE 
STEERING 
DIFFERENTIAL 
STEERING 
MANOEUVRABILITY Very good Average Good 
MECHANICAL 
IMPLEIMENTATION 
Difficult Easy Easy 
MINIMUM NUMBER 
OF MOTORS 
3 2 2 
ELECTRONIC 
IMPLEIMENTATION 
Average Easy Easy 
 
Table 2.1: Steering Selection Criteria 
 
2.3 AGV SAFETY 
Although the prototype AGV will only implement basic safety, this is a very important 
part of AGV development and therefore it has been included in the literature study. 
The safety sensors, if implemented correctly, should prevent accidents or minimise 
damage caused by an incident. These potential accidents can be due to navigation 
system failure or foreign objects obstructing the normal path of navigation. 
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Owing to the wide spread use and increased popularity of AGV’s, a safety standard 
was required. Manufacturers of AGV’s now try to comply with or exceed the industry 
ANSI/ITSDF B56.5 Safety Standard for Guided Industrial Vehicles and Automated 
Functions of Manned Industrial Vehicles. The standard defines safety requirements 
for powered unmanned automatic guided industrial vehicles and requires that the 
users take responsibility for all factors affecting their operation and maintenance 
(Mroszczyk, 2010). The standards include requirements such as vehicle warning 
indicators, audible or visual or both, that are required while the vehicle is in motion 
(Mroszczyk, 2010). The standards also include requirements for emergency controls 
that would stop the vehicle if there is a loss of speed control, loss of guide path 
reference, or if an object is detected in the direction of travel, including accessible 
emergency stop switches on the vehicle itself (Mroszczyk, 2010). 
 
Most techniques for safety use a combination of physical crash or contact sensors 
combined with non-contact sensors. The following subsections discuss the various 
safety sensors. 
 
2.3.1 BUMPERS 
The main purpose of safety bumpers is to minimise the damage caused by 
collisions. Bumpers function by detecting a collision, not preventing the collision, 
therefore they will normally be combined with other safety mechanisms. If such a 
bumper is correctly designed, the AGV should have minimal or no damage. The 
bumper contains actuating sensors that are fed into the control systems of the AGV, 
and if a collision is detected the control system will stop the AGV motors. The 
simplest implementation of a safety bumper system is using the break contact 
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principle. The control system monitors the sensor that is force guided, to see 
whether a break in the connection has occurred. Once detected, the appropriate 
safety action is executed.  
 
2.3.2 LASER SCANNERS 
Laser scanners are a form of non-contact safety sensors and operate by shining a 
laser light to measure distances from the sensor to the object in an organised pattern 
(Pfeifer & Briese, 2007). The range-finding capability then allows the control system 
of the AGV to determine whether an object is at a safe distance from the AGV. More 
advanced laser scanners can be set up to allow different feedback zones, such as 
warning and safety zones as illustrated in Figure 2.4. A warning zone would be an 
area where the AGV is capable of detecting an object, but it is currently still not in the 
direct path, and therefore the AGV would only need to slow down and not stop. A 
safety zone would be the area close to the AGV and if an object is detected in this 
area, the AGV would stop and activate a siren.  
 
 
AGV 
 
 
S 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: AGV Laser scanner 
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2.3.3 INFRARED SENSORS 
Passive infrared sensors (PIR) operate by sensing the changes in radiated heat that 
reaches two parallel elements inside the sensor (McComb, 2011). Infrared sensors 
are also a non-contact safety sensor and are much cheaper than laser sensors. The 
sensors are commonly used inside security motion detectors, but are far less 
accurate than laser sensors and require a warm-up time on start-up.  
 
2.3.4 ULTRASONIC SENSORS 
The sensor operates by using an ultrasonic speaker to send a high-pitch pulse and 
then detects the echo of the pulse using an ultrasonic microphone (Lindsay, 2005). 
Figure 2.5 illustrates how the time measurement between the signal pulse and the 
returned echo can then be used to calculate the distance from the object.  These 
sensors are popular with robot enthusiasts as they are relatively cheap and provide a 
higher level of accuracy than infrared sensors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Ultrasonic Sensor Operation 
 
2.4 BATTERY TECHNOLOGY 
The following subsections will discuss the various battery technologies available. 
 
CHIRP 
ECHO 
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2.4.1 SEALED LEAD ACID (SLA) 
SLA batteries are a mature battery technology that is widely used in the motor 
vehicle industry. These batteries are economically priced and have a very good 
charge capacity. They are capable of supplying high currents normally associated 
with motor control. The batteries are, however, heavy and require long charge times. 
  
2.4.2 NICKEL CADMIUM (NiCad) 
NiCad is a mature technology and is continuously improving. This type of battery is 
commonly used in portable electronic equipment. It is capable of charging quickly 
and is light-weight, but is relatively expensive and has a low charge capacity. 
 
2.4.3 NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE (NiMH) 
This is the latest in battery technology and is therefore constantly improving. This is 
a light-weight battery technology and the battery is, capable of holding a constant 
voltage charge until it is 80 per cent discharged, but it is expensive and has the 
lowest lifespan of any battery technology, (AGV Electronics, 2007). 
 
2.4.4 ALKALINE 
This is the most commonly used battery type and is widely used in almost any type 
of electronic product. This type of battery cannot be charged and does not have a 
very low energy density.    
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2.4.5 LITHIUM ION 
This is a very common battery type, mostly seen in cell phones. The batteries have a 
high energy density if low currents are drawn, but have a significant voltage drop on 
high currents, with a typical shelf life of two years (AGV Electronics, 2007). 
 
2.5 HARDWARE CONTROLLERS 
This section discusses the different viable options for the hardware controllers. It is 
important to remember that the purpose of the project is to have an Android device 
as a higher level controller, therefore having an interface to it will be important. The 
following subsections will discuss the various hardware controller options. 
 
2.5.1  MICROCONTROLLER 
A microcontroller is an integrated chip, which includes a CPU, RAM, ROM, 
Input/output (I/O) ports, and timers like a standard computer on a single chip 
(Blacharski, 2012). A microcontroller is, however, much smaller and simplified so 
that all the required functions can be included on a single chip. The small size, high 
processing capability and low cost make this a very attractive solution. It needs to be 
considered that a microcontroller requires a tailor designed printed circuit board that 
will accommodate the microcontroller and any peripherals that its application 
requires. Software is normally written in a C-based language that requires a special 
compiler specific to the manufacturer of the microcontroller. Communication to 
Android would be possible with a microcontroller, an example being that of an 
ATMEL microcontroller being connected via Bluetooth to an Android device 
(Benchoff, 2012). 
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2.5.2 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER (PLC) 
A PLC is a device that was developed to replace the sequential relay circuits for 
machine control. It operates by looking at its inputs and based on their state, it would 
turn the outputs on or off (Melore, 2005). PLC’s are widely used in industry because 
of their simplicity and reliability. PLC’s are mass-produced electronic platforms that 
do not require any additional designs to operate. Upgrading a PLC’s I/O count is 
easy and can be done by simply adding additional modules according to the 
requirements. PLC’s are mostly programmed in a language called Ladder, which is 
easy to master. PLC’s are very expensive compared to microcontrollers, but have a 
much shorter setup time. It is possible to connect an Android device to a PLC to 
control its registers using the open source library LibNoDave (Sentcha, 2012). 
 
2.5.3 PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC) 
A PC with I/O controller cards installed is a viable alternative that can be considered 
for a hardware controller. With advancements in motherboard designs, the size of 
microATX boards is relatively small and it would not take up more space than a PLC. 
Examples of IO card manufacturers that would be compatible are National 
Instruments or Eagle. This type of solution would be more expensive than that of a 
microcontroller, but would not require special board designs for its implementation. 
Connections to an Android device will be simple and could potentially eliminate the 
need for an Android controller. 
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2.5.4 HARDWARE CONTROLLERS: CONCLUSION 
Although other hardware possibilities are available, the most frequently used have 
been listed. Table 2.2 contains a list of criteria that will be taken into consideration 
when selecting the hardware. The final selection will be a trade-off between the cost 
of the hardware controller selected and the flexibility the hardware controller provides 
in terms of its future upgrade potential.  
 
HARDWARE PC WITH IO CARD  
MICRO-
CONTROLLER 
PLC 
COST High Low Very high 
ADDITIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
IO Cards PCB Design n/a 
IMPLEIMENTATION 
Relatively easy to 
integrate 
Flexible Hardware integrated 
DISADVANTAGES Long term reliability 
Requires custom 
circuit design 
Price 
 
Table 2.2: Hardware Controller Comparison 
 
2.6 ELECTRICAL MOTORS 
The following subsections discuss relevant motor options that will be considered.  
 
2.6.1  DC MOTORS 
The characteristics of direct current (DC) motors are such that the motor speed is 
proportional to the voltage applied to the motor, and the output torque from the motor 
is proportional to the amount of current the motor is drawing from the batteries (Pete 
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& Caroll, 2002) .  A DC motor has a two wire power connection, with all the power to 
drive the motors being supplied over the two wires. In order to control the speed of a 
DC motor, a technique called pulse width modulation (PWM) is used.  
 
2.6.2 SERVO MOTORS 
A servo motor is in actual fact also a DC motor, but in addition it contains a gear 
reduction unit and a position-sensing device. In order to use a servo motor special 
control circuitry is required. A servo motor controller functions by receiving a control 
signal that represents a preferred output position of the servo shaft. The position-
sensing device will determine the current rotational position of the shaft and compare 
it to the control signal, which will then power the DC motor in the correct direction 
until it reaches the commanded position (The Handyboard, 2011) . The servo has a 
three-wire connection: power, ground, and control, using the control signal to 
determine the position of the servo shaft using pulse width modulation (PWM) (The 
Handyboard, 2011). 
 
2.6.3  STEPPER MOTORS 
Stepper motors are brushless DC motors consisting of a permanent magnet rotating 
shaft, called the rotor, and electromagnets on the stationary portion that surrounds 
the motor, called the stator (Images Sientific Instruments, 2007). Figure 2.6 helps 
illustrate the stepper motor operation. The rotor starts at the upper electromagnet, 
which is currently turned on. To move the rotor clockwise, the upper electromagnet is 
deactivated and the right electromagnet is activated, causing the rotor to move 90 
degrees clockwise, aligning itself with the active magnet. This process is repeated in 
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a similar manner with the bottom and left electromagnets until the starting position is 
reached. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Stepper Motor Operation 
 
Stepper motors require additional controllers for operation, but owing to their nature, 
provide very precise position control. 
 
2.6.4  ELECTRICAL MOTORS CONCLUSION 
Considering the motors discussed as they are shown in Table 2.3, only the servo 
motor and stepper motor provide a form of feedback. It is vital for steering control to 
have feedback to determine the motor shaft position and therefore the stepper and 
servo motors would be ideally suited for steering application on an AGV. The normal 
DC motor, although having no form of feedback, could still be utilised on the drive of 
the AGV and is much more cost effective.  
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MOTOR STEPPER  SERVO DC 
COST High High Low 
FEEDBACK Yes Yes No 
CONTROL 
Requires hardware 
controller 
Requires hardware 
controller 
n/a 
 
Table 2.3: Electrical Motor Options 
 
2.7 MOTOR CONTROL TECHNIQUES 
The following subsections will discuss the various motor control techniques. 
 
2.7.1  PULSE WIDTH MODULATION 
The Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) circuit works by varying the average voltage 
sent to the motor, with the average on time being varied from 0 per cent to 100 per 
cent (Hills, 2005). The motor receives the voltages as a square wave, essentially 
switching the supply on and off very quickly. The result, due to the high speed of the 
switching, is that the motor only experiences the average effect of the voltage on 
time as illustrated in Figure 2.7. One major advantage of using this technique is that 
the pulses reach the full supply voltage, therefore producing more torque in the 
motor (Forrest Cook, 1999). 
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Figure 2.7: PWM Current VS Time 
 
2.7.2 PID 
 
Outputting a specific voltage to a motor does not guarantee that the motor will 
continuously spin at the same speed. External influences like friction (different road 
surfaces) and gravity (incline in the road) can cause performance variations in the 
motor. In order to use peripheral integral derivative (PID) control effectively, a closed 
loop system is required, which can be defined as a system with one or more 
feedback paths (Kuo & Golnaraghi, 2003). To implement feedback for PID speed 
control, a speed sensor is required on the motor. The closed loop control system 
operates by having a set speed value for the motor and then comparing it to the 
measured speed value, creating a difference or error, which the control loop will then 
try and force to zero (Dummermuth, 2012) as illustrated in Figure 2.8.  
     
Functionally, the proportional control action provides a control output component 
which is proportional to the difference between the actual and desired speeds 
(Dummermuth, 2012). Integral control action (also known as reset action) provides a 
CURRENT 
TIME 
2I 
I 
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control output component proportional to the amount of the time the error is present 
and can be used to eliminate offset (Dummermuth, 2012). Derivative control action 
(also known as anticipatory control) provides a control output component that 
anticipates future behaviour of the error signal by considering the rate of change of 
the error (Seborg, Edgar, & Mellichamp, 2004). These modes of control are used 
individually or in combination to provide the desired control action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: Basic PID Speed Control 
 
2.7.3  H BRIDGE 
 
The direction in which a DC motor rotates is determined by the side of the motor that 
is connected to the positive and negative terminals. Swapping the positive and 
negative terminals on a motor will result in swapping the direction of rotation of the 
motor. An H bridge circuit is used to swap the direction of a motor by changing the 
polarity of the motor supply voltage as illustrated in Figure 2.9. H-bridge circuits do 
not have to be implemented using solid state devices. They can also be 
implemented using DPDT relays, whereby the DPDT relay is wired in such a way 
that it’s NO and NC contacts are crossed with each other (Cousineau, 2002). In this 
way, when the coil is activated or deactivated, the COM connections (wired to the 
motor) have their polarity reversed. 
PID PROCESS ∑ 
SET SPEED 
CONTROL 
SIGNAL 
MEASURED SPEED FEEDBACK SIGNAL 
ERROR 
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Figure 2.9: H Bridge Circuit 
 
2.8 ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEMS 
Android is a mobile operating system based on the open source Linux kernel. It was 
developed from the ground up to enable developers to make use of all the 
functionality that mobile devices have to offer using the Java programming language 
(Vogel, 2009). Android, which is owned by the very popular search engine Google, 
provides a free software development kit (SDK) with all the necessary tools to 
develop Android applications. The Android operating system had a 52 per cent share 
in the mobile market during the third quarter of 2012 as illustrated in Figure 2.10, 
showing its wide spread availability (Schrader, 2012). 
 
2.8.1 DEVELOPMENT 
Google provides Android Development Tools (ADT) which extends the Eclipse IDE 
(an open source integrated development environment) using plugins to allow for 
Android development capabilities. Owing to the popularity, freely available tools and 
free online tutorials, the development costs are free (Murphy, 2008). Android mobile 
devices have various integrated sensors, with most having at least GPS, Wi-Fi, 
compass and cameras, and could therefore provide an ideal intelligent controller 
platform for an AGV. An advantage of using a mobile device is its low power 
Q2 
Q4 
Q1 
Q3 
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consumption, which should provide the AGV with a better battery life expectancy 
compared to that of current conventional methods.  
 
 
Figure 2.10: Android Mobile Share (Schrader, 2012) 
 
2.9 NAVIGATION TECHNIQUES 
An AGV can be defined as a system which perceives information about its 
environment in order to use this information for solving a given assignment (Hoppen, 
Knieriemen, & Von Puttkamer, 1990). In (Paul, 2005)’s desertion, Paul’s dissertation 
(2005) explains that the navigation systems must consist of an on-board controller to 
be able to conduct all calculations independently, without any external intervention, 
and must be able to reach a target position in a known or unknown environment. He 
summarised the requirements for AVG navigation systems to three basic 
requirements. These three requirements are: environment perception, sensor data 
processing and position estimation. Based on these requirements a concept 
navigation controller can be seen in Figure 2.11. The following subsections will 
discuss the various navigation techniques available. 
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Figure 2.11: Navigation controller 
 
2.9.1 INDUCTIVE GUIDANCE 
Inductive guidance, also known as wire guidance, is a line following technique that 
makes use of an electrical wire that is installed in the floor to form the guide path. 
Inductive guidance operates on the principle that an AC current running through a 
wire generates an electromagnetic field around itself. The electromagnetic field 
becomes stronger the closer it moves to the conductor and is reduced with increased 
distance from the conductor (AGV Electronics, 2007). This electromagnetic field, if 
passed through the AGV’s two sensing coils positioned at the centre of the AGV, will 
induce an electrical voltage that is proportional to the strength of the electrical field 
(AGV Electronics, 2007). If the wire does not pass through the centre of the AGV, 
the electrical voltage between the two coils will be different, with the difference in 
voltage then determining the direction in which the AGV needs to steer. This 
technique is very popular in the industrial sector owing to its high accuracy for use in 
narrow path ways and the fact that it is not influenced by dust or uneven surfaces 
(Schmidt, 2012). A variation of this technique is using magnetic tape instead of a 
wire in the floor, which eliminates the difficulties involved with installing an electric 
wire and still operates using similar sensing coils. Figure 2.12 illustrates how the two 
coil sensing coils operates to determine the position of the wire. 
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Figure 2.12: Wire Guidance Operation 
 
2.9.2 OPTICAL GUIDANCE 
Optical guidance is a line following technique whereby a line is either taped or 
painted on a floor. This line can then be detected by making use of optical sensors. 
The optical sensor shines a light towards the floor. This light would reflect differently 
when shined on the guide line (tape or paint) compared to the normal floor surface 
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. The deviation of light between the floor and surface can 
be detected to create an error signal to steer the AGV in the correct direction. It is 
easy to change the guide path using this method, but it requires constant 
maintenance to ensure the guide line is in good condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13: Optical Guidance 
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2.9.3 INERTIAL GUIDANCE 
The early inertial guidance systems were designed in the 1960’s for use in 
automated guided missile navigation over long ranges, since remote controlled 
missiles could get jammed (Schmidt G. T., 2010). Inertial navigation is an 
independent navigation technique, using the principle of dead reckoning, in which 
the rate of rotation and acceleration is measured using accelerometers and 
gyroscopes. This is done by tracking the position and direction of an object relative 
to a known starting point (Woodman O. J., 2007) . The sensors are normally 
combined into a single inertial measurement unit (IMU) containing three gyroscopes 
and three accelerometers. By processing the signals from these devices, it is 
possible to determine the attitude (roll/pitch/yaw), velocity and horizontal position 
(longitude/latitude) of the AGV. To calculate velocity, the sensed acceleration value 
needs to be integrated. Similarly, to calculate the horizontal position, the velocity 
value needs to be integrated and to calculate the attitude the sensed angular velocity 
value needs to be integrated (Gade, 2005). The biggest problem with inertial 
navigation is that the smallest error in measurements from the gyroscope and 
accelerometer sensors will cause sensor data to drift with time.    
 
2.9.4 GPS (GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM) 
 
The GPS system consists of twenty-four satellites, with each satellite being in a 
17,600 kilometre orbit and transmitting radio frequency signals to GPS receivers. 
The position is calculated by determining the distance to the available satellites, with 
at least four satellites being visible in order to calculate the position. The GPS 
development was started in 1964 by the United States of America, has been fully 
operational since 1995, and has led to similar systems being developed by the 
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Russian Federation called Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) and the 
European Galileo system (Powers & Parkinson, 2010).  
 
2.9.5 NAVIGATION TECHNIQUES: CONCLUSION 
The most frequently used navigation techniques have been discussed. The 
navigation techniques that will be selected, will be implemented using the Android 
platform, and may require a unique implementation to facilitate this requirement. 
Table 2.4 provides a summary of the navigation techniques discussed and highlights 
the advantages and disadvantages of each. Table 4 also highlights the fact that the 
line following techniques are more cost effective to implement owing to their more 
simplistic hardware requirements. Most Android mobile platforms have an integrated 
GPS receiver and therefore using this navigation technique will be the primary 
objective of this dissertation. The dissertation will also include a secondary technique 
based on the optical navigation technique, which will be implemented using the 
camera of the Android mobile platform. The following chapter discusse the research 
AGV in detail. 
NAVIGATION INDUCTIVE  OPTICAL INERTIAL GPS 
COST Low Low High High 
ROUTE CHANGES Difficult Difficult Easy Complex 
IMPLEIMENTATION Easy Easy Complex Complex 
DISADVANTAGES 
Magnetic 
Interference 
Dirty lines can 
cause problems 
Requires 
periodic 
references 
Requires line of 
sight to at least 
4  satellites 
 
Table 2.4: Navigation Options 
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3 CHAPTER 3: THE RESEARCH AGV 
The final research AGV architecture is designed in such a way that the Android 
mobile software should be able to connect to any hardware controller with minimal 
software changes to accommodate the new controller. The research AGV was built 
to be as cost effective as possible, while still providing a robust platform for future 
use at the NMMU. The following subsections in this Chapter will discuss in detail the 
components that are used in the construction of the research AGV.  
 
3.1 THE RESEARCH AGV ARCHITECTURE 
The final research AGV architecture implements the PLC for all the motor control I/O. 
The Android mobile platform will do all the calculation required for the navigation 
algorithm by making use of its integrated sensors (GPS and Compass) to 
accomplish this task. The Figure 3.1 block diagram illustrates the relationship 
between the PLC and the Android mobile platform, highlighting their individual 
responsibilities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Block Diagram Prototype Architecture 
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3.2 THE RESEARCH AGV PLATFORM 
The use of a three wheel platform was selected to replicate the steering used in 
material handling vehicles. This decision would provide opportunities to convert 
existing material handling vehicles into AGV’s, using similar techniques to those 
used in the research AGV. The frame of the prototype vehicle was built out of 
aluminium extrusion, which is simple to assemble and still provides a strong frame 
that could handle collisions during the testing phase. Figure 3.2 shows initial concept 
layouts for the research platform, aiding in providing a layout that would 
accommodate all the hardware required for the hardware controller. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Concept Platform Design 
 
 
The use of inflatable trolley wheels provides minimum rolling resistance and is light 
weight, while still providing enough traction for outdoor usage. Perspex was used as 
a lightweight build platform for the electronic components. 
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3.3 THE RESEARCH AGV MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
3.3.1  STEERING MOTOR CONNECTION 
The front wheel castor is held in position using pillow block bearings. The stepper 
motor is connected to the front wheel, using a drive belt, with a pulley ratio setup for 
increased torque (using a smaller pulley on the motor and a bigger pulley on the 
castor). The higher torque ratio was selected to ensure that the stepper motor will be 
able to turn the front wheels on various friction surfaces.    
 
3.3.2 DRIVE MOTOR CONNECTION 
A solid drive shaft is used to connect the driving wheels. To assist in cornering, 
owing to not having a differential, one of the drive wheels has been left unfastened. 
This is to allow for slippage when cornering. The drive shaft is connected to the drive 
motor using a belt with a one-to-one pulley ratio. 
 
3.4 THE RESEARCH AGV ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
3.4.1  ELECTRICAL SYSTEM LAYOUT 
The layout of the electrical system is displayed in Figure 3.3. Further explanation of 
the power selection circuit, the drive motor circuit and stepper motor control will be 
done in the subsections of this chapter. 
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Figure 3.3: Block Diagram of the Research AGV Electrical System  
 
 
 
3.4.2 HARDWARE CONTROLLER (SIEMENS S7-300) 
The research AGV hardware controller was selected on the criterion that it should be 
easily maintainable and upgradeable. A decision was made to use an industrial 
Siemens PLC (S7-300) for use as the hardware controller, owing to its wide use in 
the industry and the ease with which it could be upgraded. The S7-300 PLC was 
selected for its integrated PWM motor control and also had enough IO for the other 
peripherals.  
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COIL                  NC       COM       NO 
MOTOR 
POSITIVE 
MOTOR 
NEGATIVE 
12V PWM SUPPLY 
SUPPLY GROUND 
 
24V 
SIGNAL 
FROM PLC 
3.4.3 STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER (GECKO DRIVE G203V) 
The Gecko drive G203V controller was selected owing to its economical price and 
simple installation. The PLC pulses the stepper controller at high speed using PWM. 
The number of PWM pulses is recorded using a high speed hardware counter. The 
stepping direction is controlled by a hardware digital output to the stepper controller. 
The Gecko drive operates on 5V and the PLC on 24V, therefore 120Ω voltage 
divider resistors were implemented for the step and direction input. The PLC 
electrical characteristics were taken from its datasheet and used to calculate the 
required resistor size as seen below. 
 
              
       
     
 
 
Equation 3-1: Resistor size formula 
 
 
3.4.4 DRIVE MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUITRY 
The design of the drive motor control circuit as seen in Figure 3.4 is based on the 
use of an H-bridge circuit, but implemented using a DPDT relay. The motor direction 
is controlled by 24V signal from the PLC. Not shown in Figure 3.4 is a transistor to 
switch the 12V motor supply with a 24V PWM signal. The transistor is used to allow 
fast switching due to the PWM signal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4: DPDT Relay H-Bridge Motor Control 
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3.4.5 POWER SOURCE SELECTION CIRCUIT 
The power selection circuit as seen in Figure 3.5 is implemented as a convenience 
feature rather than a requirement of the actual project. This allows for the use of a 
24V PSU, while the battery is flat, in order to check for software changes. The 
purpose of this circuit is to switch seamlessly between the battery supply and the 
24V PSU. The circuit operates by using the 240VAC voltage supplied to the PSU to 
switch the DPDT relay between the 24VDC battery voltage and the PSU 24VDC 
voltage. If there is no 240VAC supplied to the PSU, the research AGV will run off the 
battery voltage. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Power Source Selection Circuit 
 
3.4.6 FEEDBACK PANEL 
The feedback panel in Figure 3.6 contains one selector switch and five push buttons, 
four of the buttons having built-in lights which are all wired to the PLC I/O. The 
purpose of the feedback panel is to assist during the development stage and to help 
diagnose problems in the software. The red button is used as the E-Stop switch, with 
the red light flashing during alarm conditions. The selector switch is used to switch 
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between manual control of the research AGV or automated guidance. The black 
button is used to clear any alarm conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Feedback Panel 
 
3.5 RESEARCH AGV COMMUNICATION 
The research AGV makes use of a normal LAN setup, combining WLAN for 
integration to the Android phone as illustrated in Figure 3.7. This setup would also 
allow for future integration of a SCADA system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Network Block Diagram 
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3.6 THE COMPLETE RESEARCH AGV 
The complete research AGV is displayed in Figure 3.8. All the components 
discussed in the previous subsections operate together in order for the research 
AGV to function autonomously. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: The Complete Research AGV 
 
The following chapter will discuss in detail the software used in the research AGV. 
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4 CHAPTER 4: THE RESEARCH AGV SOFTWARE 
The research AGV software is divided into the Android and the PLC sections. The 
Siemens PLC software is responsible for the motor control and safety. The PLC 
listens for messages sent from the Android mobile platform and then executes them 
accordingly. The Android mobile platform takes care of the navigation algorithm and 
will then send the appropriate steering command to the PLC. Figure 4.1 is a block 
diagram illustrating the individual platform responsibilities as well as how the two 
software platforms communicate in order for the AGV to function. The following 
subsections will explain the software responsibilities of each platform in detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Block Diagram Software Architecture 
 
4.1 PLC SOFTWARE 
The PLC software is developed using the Siemens Simatic Step 7 application. All the 
PLC software is developed using Ladder logic. 
 
4.1.1 THE PLC SOFTWARE OPERATION 
The software on the PLC listens for commands sent from the Android mobile 
platform after start-up. The software will only control the steering and drive motors if 
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a command is received or if a safety condition has been breached. Figure 4.2 
indicates the flow of decisions during the PLC software process. Once a 
communication packet has been received, the appropriate steering limits will be set. 
Before any of the motors are switched on, the software will check to see whether all 
the safety conditions have been met. The motors will stay on until the steering limit, 
sent by the command, is reached. During the ‘motor on’ condition, the safety 
conditions are continuously checked and will remove power to the motors if any 
problem is sensed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Flow Chart of PLC Software Operation 
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4.1.2 STEERING CONTROL 
Knowing the current position or direction of the steering wheel is very important for 
automated navigation. The research AGV steering hardware uses a stepper motor 
requiring pulse steps in order for it to move. The software counts the steps (pulses) 
sent to the stepper controller using the Siemens Special Function Block 47 (SFB) for 
high speed counting and keeps track of the direction of those steps/pulses (see 
Appendix V). The software allows for four different step positions on the left as well 
as the right of the vehicle as shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
When the research AGV starts-up, the front wheel is centred, giving it a known 
starting position in the centre and a reference pulse value. Depending on the 
steering direction command send, the stepper motor is pulsed in the appropriate 
direction until it reaches the steering limit value that was predefined. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.3: Steering Limits 
 
Using this technique, it is very easy to determine the steering wheel direction by 
looking at the pulse count value of the stepper motor. The steering control software 
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towards a limit (in other words before the command has been completed), allowing 
for an immediate direction change if it is required. 
 
4.1.3 DRIVE MOTOR CONTROL 
The software to control the drive motor is simplistic. The software implements the 
Siemens SFB49 (Special Function Block) which utilises PWM to control the speed of 
the drive motor. The direction of the motor is controlled with a normal digital output 
that switches the H-bridge circuit. 
 
4.1.4 ALARM CONTROL 
The software implements alarm control by using an alarm flag (see Appendix IV). If 
the alarm flag is triggered, all motors are stopped immediately and the red E-STOP 
light will flash. During the alarm state condition, all the communication protocol 
commands will be ignored until the alarm state has been acknowledged using the 
black button on the console. Once the alarm condition has been cleared, the 
prototype will continue to listen for commands from the communication protocol. 
 
Alarms can be triggered using the following: 
 E-Stop button 
 
4.1.5 AUTO/MANUAL MODE CONTROL 
The software includes conditions for manual and auto control.  The manual/auto 
control switch on the feedback panel is used to engage the auto or manual modes, 
which are monitored in software to accommodate the selected state. Auto mode is 
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used during navigation control, requiring the use of predefined steering limits, 
whereas the manual control gives full control over the steering wheel, with the user 
having full control over the position of the wheel.  
 
4.2 ANDROID PLC COMMUNICATION 
The communication between the PLC and Android is done over a wireless IP 
(Internet Protocol) connection. The PLC and Android device are setup on the same 
network and therefore can communicate as if there were a physical connection. 
  
4.2.1 LIBNODAVE LIBRARY  
The communication to control the PLC from the Android device can be compared to 
that of a SCADA (Supervisor Control and Data Acquisition) system. The 
communication between the Siemens PLC and the Android device is handled using 
the open source Java Libnodave library, written by Thomas Hergenhahn. The 
communication library is used to facilitate data exchange between the Android 
device and Siemens PLC. The library contains all the required functions to connect 
to the PLC and to read or write to specific memory areas of the PLC. The library is 
used to change PLC address values directly and therefore forms the basis of the 
communication protocol discussed in the next section. 
  
4.2.2 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
Using the Libnodave library, the Android application can manipulate address values 
directly. The memory word addresses M125 and M126 inside the PLC have been 
selected for use as command locations. Twelve commands have been identified for 
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use between the Android device and the PLC.  The commands are used to control 
the motors of the research AGV and are displayed in Table 4.1. 
 
 
ADDRESS COMMAND 
M126.0 Go to Left1 Limit 
M126.1 Go to Left2 Limit 
M126.2 Go to Left 3 Limit 
M126.3 Go to Left 4 Limit 
M126.4 Return to centre position 
M126.5 Go to Right1 Limit 
M126.6 Go to Right2 Limit 
M126.7 Go to Right3 Limit 
M125.0 Go to Right4 Limit 
M125.1 Drive Motor ON 
M125.2 Manual Right 
M125.3 Manual Left 
 
Table 4.1: Research AGV Communication Commands 
 
The software on the PLC scans these memory locations continuously to see whether 
any of the commands are active using a high speed cyclic interrupt (See Appendix I). 
Any active commands are executed and on completion the bit will be cleared waiting 
for the next command.  
 
The following section describes the Android software in detail. 
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4.3 ANDROID SOFTWARE 
All the Android software development was done using the Eclipse IDE implementing 
the Java programming language with the Android Development Toolkit (ADT) Plugin.  
 
The various sections of the Android application will be discussed next. 
 
4.3.1 MAIN MENU 
Once the Android application is installed, it can be selected under the Applications 
Window. The Main Menu is displayed in Figure 4.4 and consists of three buttons. 
Each button links to the appropriate navigation technique or the manual control 
selection. Each of these button controls will be discussed in the following sections. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Android Application Main Menu 
 
4.3.2 MANUAL CONTROL  
The manual control section of the Android application is used during diagnostics and 
allows the operator to control the research AGV remotely. This section of the 
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application communicates to the PLC using only three commands. The two manual 
steering commands, as defined in Table 4.1, allow full control of research AGV 
steering wheel and are not limited to predefined steering limits illustrated in Figure 
4.3. The commands are executed when the left and right arrow buttons are pressed 
as displayed in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5: Android Manual Control Window 
 
4.3.3 GPS CONTROL  
The GPS control section of the application is called when the GPS control button, in 
the Main Menu, is pressed. While the GPS control activity starts, the application 
checks to see whether the GPS of the device has been enabled. If the application 
detects that the GPS has not been enabled, it will open the Settings Menu to assist 
the user in enabling it as shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Android Enable GPS Window 
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 The GPS control displays a Google map of the research AGV’s current location. The 
current location GPS coordinates are displayed at the top of screen, with the 
distance to the next waypoint being displayed at the bottom of the screen. This can 
be seen on Figure 4.7. A start button is located on the screen, which initiates the 
automatic guidance to the next waypoint. Once this button is pressed, it will change 
to a stop button, which will allow the user to stop the research AGV manually. This 
button will change back to a start button if either the stop button has been pressed or 
if the waypoint has been reached. The menu button on the mobile contains a button 
to mark a new waypoint. If pressed, the current position of the Android mobile will be 
marked as the new waypoint.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Android GPS Control Window 
 
 
The GPS control activity functions by using four different threads which all run 
concurrently. The four threads are GPS-, compass sensor-, display- and navigation 
updates. Different threads are used to ensure that sensor updates are independent 
and to prevent delays due to the calculations required for the navigation algorithm. 
The GPS and compass updates monitor the sensors for any location changes and 
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store the latest available location information. The display thread will use the latest 
location information stored to update and give feedback to the user. The navigation 
updates do all the GPS navigation algorithm calculations and then send the 
appropriate commands to the PLC, in order to steer the research AGV. The GPS 
algorithm will be discussed in subsection 5.2. 
 
4.3.4 LINE FOLLOWER 
The line follower section of the application is called when the Line Follower button is 
pressed on the Main Menu. The application was developed to detect a black line on 
a light surface and then to steer according to that detected line. The use of the 
Android platform required an alternative approach to traditional line following 
methods discussed in subsector 2.9. The line following algorithm makes use of the 
Android camera to detect the line that needs to be followed, using the technique 
shown by Kelley (2000). The application uses the flash LED (Light Emitting Diode) 
from the mobile platform to eliminate any external light sources. A black and white 
camera view is displayed on screen once the program starts, with a yellow line 
displaying the detected line, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. A detailed explanation of 
the algorithm used can be found in subsection 5.1. 
 
Figure 4.8: Android Line Follower Window 
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5 THE RESEARCH AGV NAVIGATION 
The research AGV implements two different navigation techniques, namely a GPS 
based algorithm and a line following algorithm. The implementation of the two 
navigation techniques will be discussed in detail in the following subsections. 
 
5.1 LINE FOLLOWING ALGORITHM 
Unlike traditional line following techniques, the implemented line following algorithm 
makes use of the Android camera to detect the line. The camera view is displayed 
on the Android application view and is then analysed to locate a black line. Analysis 
of the camera view involves the understanding that LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) 
pixels use a combination of the RGB (Red Green Blue) colour pixels. The brightness 
of each of the three colours is controlled to produce the different colours. Each of the 
colour’s brightness can be detected in software and will be used to locate the black 
line. In order to display black, the brightness of all three of the colours is at its lowest. 
The line following algorithm will be explained using the steps required to implement 
it. The complete coding solution can be viewed in Appendix VII: 
 
Step 1: Convert camera image to black and white: 
This step just converts the normal colour image to greyscale. 
Step 2: Rotate camera image 90 degrees: 
The camera returns the image at 90 degrees. The view returned is rotated for the 
display to be upright in the application.  
Step 3: Get the top third position of the displayed screen: 
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The height of the screen is divided by three. This position is used to scan the width 
of the screen to detect the black line. In Figure 4.8 this would be the height where 
the yellow line is drawn.  
Step 4: Find the darkest spot on the screen using the red colour component: 
The complete screen width at the height selected, at step 3, will be scanned. Each 
pixel’s red colour component brightness value is checked to find the lowest value. 
The lowest pixel value position is stored. The complete screen is not scanned in this 
step to minimise calculation time. 
Step 5: Send Steering command: 
The position found in step 4 is compared to the middle of the screen. This will then 
indicate in which direction the research AGV needs to steer. The appropriate 
steering command turning limit is selected, based on the distance between the 
middle of the screen and the position detected in Step 4. 
Step 6: Draw yellow line at detected black line: 
A yellow line is drawn at the position detected in Step 4 as shown in Figure 4.8. 
 
5.2 GPS NAVIGATION ALGORITHM 
This algorithm uses both the GPS sensor and the compass sensor that is integrated 
into the Android mobile platform. Both sensors are continuously monitored in 
software to ensure that the most recent location information is used inside the 
algorithm. The algorithm used, which is adapted from Barrette (2012), is designed to 
navigate the research AGV to within three metres of its destination. The complete 
coding solution can be viewed in Appendix VIII. 
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5.2.1 GPS ALGORITHM PROCESS 
The algorithm process, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, starts by loading waypoint 
information. The latest compass heading and GPS location information are then 
retrieved from the research AGV. Using this information, the heading as well as the 
distance to the next waypoint is calculated. If the distance to the next waypoint is 
more than three metres, the correct steering commands will be sent to navigate the 
research AGV closer to its destination. If the distance between the research AGV 
and the waypoint is closer than three metres, the software will send a command to 
stop all motors or load the next waypoint if there is more than one allocated. 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: GPS Navigation Flow Chart 
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5.2.2 HEADING TO WAYPOINT CALCULATION 
Equation 5.1, retrieved from Veness (2010), is used is to calculate the initial heading 
to waypoint. The calculated value result will be in degrees east of true north in the 
range -180 to 180 degrees where: 
 
φ1  = AGV Latitude 
φ2  = Waypoint Latitude 
Δλ = Waypoint Longtitude – AGV Longtitude 
 
θ = atan2( sin(Δλ).cos(φ2), cos(φ1).sin(φ2) − sin(φ1).cos(φ2).cos(Δλ) ) 
 
Equation 5-1 : Heading to Waypoint Formula 
 
5.2.3 DISTANCE TO WAYPOINT CALCULATION 
 
Equation 5.2, retrieved from Veness (2010), is used is to calculate the distance 
between the waypoint and the AGV location. It uses the ‘haversine’ formula, taking 
the curvature of the earth into account. The result of the formula is in metres where:  
 
φ = latitude 
λ  = longitude 
R = earth’s radius (mean radius = 6,371km) 
c  = angular distance in radians  
a  = the square of half the chord length between the points   
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a = sin²(Δφ/2) + cos(φ1).cos(φ2).sin²(Δλ/2) 
c = 2.atan2(√a, √(1−a)) 
d = R.c 
 
Equation 5-2: Distance to Waypoint Formula 
 
5.2.4 AGV STEERING ANGLE CALCULATION 
If the heading to waypoint is between -180 and 0 degrees, the software will add 360 
to have the value in the positive range. The steering direction is then calculated by 
subtracting the compass angle from the heading waypoint angle as seen in Equation 
5.3. The steering command will be sent based on the calculated angle. 
 
Direction =  HeadingTo – Compass 
 
Equation 5-3: Steering Angle Formula 
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6 CHAPTER 6: TESTING AND VERIFICATION 
In order to demonstrate the basic functionalities of the research AGV, multiple test 
where performed. The following subsections discuss the various tests. 
 
6.1 STEERING CONTROL TEST 
The steering control implemented on the research AGV ensures that the direction of 
the front wheel is known at all time. The steering control uses predefined steering 
positions to turn the stepper motor at various angles left or right. The purpose of this 
test is to determine whether the control deviates from these predefined positions. 
 
The second purpose of this test is to demonstrate successful communication 
between the Android device and the PLC hardware. This illustrates the integrated 
functionality of the mechanical, electronic and software systems of the research 
AGV. 
  
For the steering control test the Manual Control section of the Android application 
was used as discussed in subsection 4.3.2. This would allow the application to send 
a single steering command at a time. Each direction command was sent ten times to 
test their functionality. During the test the Siemens Simatic Step 7 application was 
running while connected to the PLC to monitor the PLC control variables in real time. 
 
 The test revealed that implemented steering control could consistently move the 
stepper motor to within ten step positions of the predefined limits. The deviation 
could be attributed to the scan time of the PLC missing some of the pulses when 
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checking the high speed hardware counter. This deviation was acceptable, 
considering the angle that ten step positions represents. 
6.2 MOTOR SPEED CONTROL TEST 
The drive motor of the research AGV implements PWM for speed control using open 
loop control. The purpose of this test is to see whether variable speed is achieved 
when implementing PWM.  
 
For the speed control test the research AGV was mounted on blocks to allow the 
drive wheels to spin freely. The Manual Control section of the Android application 
was used as discussed in subsection 4.3.2 to send drive motor commands. During 
the test the Siemens Simatic Step 7 application was running while connected to the 
PLC. The PWM control variable, pulses per minute (PPM), was adjusted to see to 
what extent it would influences the motor speed. 
 
The test revealed that motor speed control was successfully achieved. Practically, 
the motor did not respond to 500 ppm or less when used on a flat surface. The test, 
however, showed that owing to the open loop control, external interference 
influenced the speed as expected.  
 
6.3 ALARM CONTROL TEST 
The Alarm Control implemented on the research AGV will stop all motors when the 
E-STOP button is pressed. The purpose of this test was to verify whether motors will 
be stopped under an alarm condition and whether the alarm can be successfully 
cleared in order for the research AGV to continue with its previous task.   
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For the alarm control test the Manual Control section of the Android application was 
used as discussed in subsection 4.3.2. This would allow for manual control of the 
motors, either individually or as a combination. The test was performed by pressing 
the E-STOP switch during operation. Once successfully stopped the command 
would be cleared. During the test a laptop was connected to the PLC to monitor its 
control variables in real time. 
 
The test revealed that all motors stopped during an alarm condition and the red light 
flashed accordingly. No commands were executed during this time. Once the alarm 
condition was cleared the research AGV was ready to accept new commands. 
 
6.4 LINE FOLLOWING ALGORITHM TESTS 
The line following algorithm calculates where the navigation black line is located on 
the camera. The algorithm then sends the appropriate steering command to follow 
the line. While the algorithm is running, the mobile device LED is switched on to 
eliminate external light conditions. The purpose of these tests is to determine 
whether the research AGV can follow a black line on a light surface.  
 
For the following tests the Line Follower section of the Android application was used 
as discussed in subsection 4.3.4: 
 
6.4.1 ALGORTIHM TEST USING LEGO NXT ROBOT 
The research AGV is relatively big and therefore requires a big testing surface. In 
order to assist the testing of the line following algorithm, a smaller Lego NXT robot 
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(illustrated in Figure 6.1) was used. The purpose of testing the algorithm on a Lego 
NXT robot is to determine the ideal operating conditions before implementing the 
algorithm on the research AGV.   
 
For this test the Android application was changed to interface with the Lego robot 
using Bluetooth. A circular line following test map (illustrated in Figure 6.1) was used 
to test the line following algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Lego NXT and Line Follow Test Map 
 
The test revealed that the angle of the Android device is very important. Mounting 
the Android device parallel to the floor caused problems. The reflection of the LED at 
this angle blinds the camera view and it is unable to detect the black line 
consistently. Mounting the Android device at an approximate 45 degree angle 
created the best results.  
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6.4.2 ALGORTIHM TEST USING RESEARCH AGV 
The purpose of this test is to determine whether this algorithm could be successfully 
implemented using the integrated functionality of the Android device and the 
research AGV platform. For this test the Android application was changed to 
interface with the PLC. A simple S-shaped line was used to test the line following 
algorithm. 
 
The test revealed that the research AGV was unable to follow the line. Figure 6.2 
illustrates the test and result. The red line indicating the flow of the research AGV 
shows that the algorithm was able to negotiate small bends, but would overshoot the 
bigger bends. Once the research AGV loses the black navigation line from the 
camera view, it moves in the wrong direction.  
 
Figure 6.2: Line Following Unsuccessful Test 
 
Two problems were identified. The steering control was too slow, and the research 
AGV was moving too fast.  The research AGV steering control was redesigned to 
move at much a higher speed as discussed in subsection 3.4.3.  The next section 
discusses the test that follows after the changes have been implemented. 
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6.4.3 FINAL ALGORTIHM TESTS USING RESEARCH AGV 
The purpose of these tests is to determine whether the changes implemented 
improve the test result experienced in the previous test. 
 
A simple S-shaped line was used to test the line following algorithm. The test would 
be repeated ten times to determine whether the line could be followed consistently. 
 
The test revealed that the research AGV had improved performance, but would still 
lose the line four out of ten times. The problem was due to the small view area of the 
camera. To try and eliminate this, the Android algorithm was changed to operate 
using the landscape mode of the Android device shown in Figure 6.3. The Android 
device was also mounted much higher from the ground to increase its viewing area.  
 
 
Figure 6.3: Line Following Landscape Mode 
 
 The tests were repeated and the results improved to nine out of ten times. Further 
improvement suggestions will be discussed in the Conclusion chapter.  
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6.5 GPS NAVIGATION ALGORITHM 
The GPS navigation algorithm, implements the Android device GPS and electronic 
compass to navigate the research AGV to a predefined GPS location. The purpose 
of the following tests is to determine whether the algorithm can successfully and 
accurately navigate to predefined waypoints. 
 
For the following tests the GPS control section of the Android application was used 
as discussed in subsector 4.3.3: 
 
6.5.1 SINGLE WAYPOINT ALGORTIHM TEST USING RESEARCH AGV 
The purpose of this test was to determine whether the calculations used in the 
algorithm could steer the research AGV in the direction of the waypoint. 
 
This test was performed outside with good visibility to the GPS satellites. The 
waypoint was selected twelve meters from the research AGV as illustrated in Figure 
6.4. The research AGV was started pointing away from the waypoint. The algorithm 
was set to detect the waypoint within five metres of its location. 
 
Figure 6.4: GPS Single Waypoint Test 
The test results were very successful. Once the research AGV GPS algorithm 
started, the AGV turned around towards the waypoint. This test was repeated 
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several times from various directions from the waypoint, with the AGV stopping five 
meters from the waypoint each time. 
 
 
6.5.2 GPS ALGORTIHM ACCURACY TEST USING RESEARCH AGV 
The purpose of this test is to determine how accurate the algorithm can navigate the 
research AGV to a predefined waypoint.  
 
This test was performed outside with good visibility to the GPS satellites. The 
waypoint was selected twelve meters from the research AGV, similar to Figure 6.4.  
The accuracy of the algorithm was set to detect a waypoint within one metre of its 
location. 
 
The test result showed that the research AGV moved in the correct direction, but 
would not consistently detect the position on the first pass. The AGV would 
overshoot the position and then turn around once it had passed. The AGV would 
eventually locate the position. 
 
The test was adjusted to detect the waypoint position within 3 meters of it location. 
This setting proved to be the most reliable. 
 
6.5.3 MULTIPLE WAYPOINT ALGORTIHM TEST USING RESEARCH AGV 
The purpose of this test is to determine whether the research AGV can navigate to 
multiple waypoints. 
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This test was performed outside in a parking lot with good visibility to the GPS 
satellites. Four waypoints were selected with each of them being approximately 
twelve metres away from each other. The algorithm was set to detect a waypoint 
within three metres of each waypoint. 
 
The test was performed successfully and the research AGV was able to navigate to 
all the waypoints. 
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7 CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 CONCLUSIONS 
 The navigation system of an AGV is of one of the most important parts of modern 
AGV’s. The development of an AGV navigation system requires thorough research 
and rigorous testing. In this dissertation an understanding of the various AGV 
technologies was gained through literature study, software development and various 
tests.  
 
An AGV architecture was designed and implemented on a research AGV platform 
using Android technology. The hardware components of the research AGV were 
selected based on the knowledge gained through the literature study. Software was 
developed that would interface between the Android device and the PLC that was 
selected. 
 
Two navigation algorithms were selected for use on the Android device: the line 
following algorithm using the camera of the Android device and the GPS algorithm 
implementing the GPS and on-board compass of the Android device. 
 
The implemented line following algorithm was proved through testing. The line 
following algorithm success was limited owing to the size and speed of the research 
AGV. Testing revealed that the size of the camera and the angle of the Android 
device dramatically influence results.  
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The GPS algorithm that was implemented successfully navigated to various 
waypoints. The GPS on the Android platform was not accurate. The accuracy would 
be unsatisfactory if implemented in an industrial environment with it only being able 
to consistently reach waypoints within 3 meters. One possible explanation for the 
inaccuracy could be due to the accuracy of the GPS device logging the waypoint 
positions. If the initial logged position is inaccurate the Android device will locate the 
waypoint position based on its own accuracy. This combined with the Android GPS 
accuracy variations causes the research AGV to only achieve a three metre 
accuracy. 
 
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Various recommendations can be made based on the knowledge gained. 
 
7.2.1 MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
If a similar three-wheel design is implemented with the drive at the back, it is 
recommended that a differential be implemented to assist with cornering of the 
vehicle. 
 
7.2.2 STEERING CONTROL 
To improve the steering speed on the existing platform, the pulley ratio can be 
adjusted to increase the size of each step of the stepper motor. 
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7.2.3 LINE FOLLOWING ALGORITHM 
The algorithm could be changed to look for multiple dark positions to detect the line 
on the screen and not a single dot. If this is achieved, the algorithm should be able to 
detect whether no line is present and steer towards the last line that was drawn. 
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ii. Siemens Step 7 PLC Variable Initialisation OB100 
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iii. Siemens Step 7 PLC Motor Control 
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iv. Siemens Step 7 PLC Alarm Control 
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v. Siemens Step 7 PLC Steering Control 
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vi. Android: GPS Source Code 
2. package com.example.GPS; 
3.  
4. import java.io.File; 
5. import java.io.IOException; 
6. import java.io.InputStream; 
7. import java.io.OutputStream; 
8. import java.net.Socket; 
9. import java.net.SocketException; 
10. import java.util.ArrayList; 
11. import java.util.List; 
12. import java.util.Scanner; 
13.  
14. import org.libnodave.Nodave; 
15. import org.libnodave.PLCinterface; 
16. import org.libnodave.PlcState; 
17. import org.libnodave.TCPConnection; 
18. import org.libnodave.network; 
19.  
20. import com.example.erica_control.R; 
21.  
22. import com.google.android.maps.GeoPoint; 
23. import com.google.android.maps.MapActivity; 
24. import com.google.android.maps.MapController; 
25. import com.google.android.maps.MapView; 
26. import com.google.android.maps.MyLocationOverlay; 
27. import com.google.android.maps.Overlay; 
28. import com.google.android.maps.OverlayItem; 
29.  
30. import android.app.AlertDialog; 
31. import android.content.DialogInterface; 
32. import android.content.Intent; 
33. import android.graphics.Bitmap; 
34. import android.graphics.BitmapFactory; 
35. import android.graphics.Matrix; 
36. import android.graphics.drawable.BitmapDrawable; 
37. import android.graphics.drawable.Drawable; 
38. import android.hardware.GeomagneticField; 
39. import android.hardware.Sensor; 
40. import android.hardware.SensorEvent; 
41. import android.hardware.SensorEventListener; 
42. import android.hardware.SensorManager; 
43. import android.location.Criteria; 
44. import android.location.Location; 
45. import android.location.LocationListener; 
46. import android.location.LocationManager; 
47. import android.location.LocationProvider; 
48. import android.os.Bundle; 
49. import android.os.Environment; 
50. import android.util.DisplayMetrics; 
51. import android.view.Menu; 
52. import android.view.MenuItem; 
53. import android.view.MotionEvent; 
54. import android.view.View; 
55. import android.view.WindowManager; 
56. import android.view.View.OnTouchListener; 
57. import android.widget.ImageView; 
58. import android.widget.ImageView.ScaleType; 
59. import android.widget.TextView; 
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60. import android.widget.Toast; 
61. import android.provider.Settings; 
62. //import com.linefollower.cam.Conn;      //Used for Lego NXT 
Bluetooth comms 
63.  
64.  
65. public class AutoControl extends MapActivity implements 
SensorEventListener  { 
66.     private MapView mapView; 
67.     private LocationManager locationManager; 
68.     private LocationListener listenerCoarse; 
69.     private LocationListener listenerFine; 
70.     private SensorManager mSensorManager; 
71.     private Sensor accSensor; 
72.     private Sensor magnetSensor; 
73.     private float[] gravity; 
74.     private float[] geoMagnetic; 
75.      
76.     //PLC 
77.     public boolean loadcomplete=false;  
78.     public int i, j; 
79.     public char buf[]; 
80.     public byte buf1[]; 
81.     public PLCinterface PLCinterfacer; 
82.     public static TCPConnection PLCconnector; 
83.     public static int successfulConnect; 
84.     public Socket sock; 
85.     public final static String PlcIpAddress = "192.168.0.15";                   
//Snyman 
86.     static int useProtocol = Nodave.PROTOCOL_ISOTCP; 
87.     static int slot = 2; 
88.     byte[] by; 
89.     OutputStream oStream = null; 
90.     InputStream iStream = null; 
91.      
92.     //Thread variable for communication to PLC 
93.     private ConnectionWriterThread connectionwriterthread; 
94.      
95.     //Sets the size of the radius of a user selected point in km 
96.     public static final float RADIUS = 0.005144f; 
97.  
98.     //Sets the amount of kilometers that a radius needs to be 
penetrated by an accuracy circle in km 
99.     public static final float FUDGE_FACTOR = .005f; 
100.      
101.     //Lego NXT connection variables 
102.     public final String nxtAddress = "00:16:53:11:EB:5C"; //my NXT's 
address 
103. //  public static Conn btConn;  
104.      
105.     //Indicates if the navigation start button as been clicked 
106.     private boolean Navstart = false; 
107.     private int WaypointCnt=0; 
108.     private int TotalWaypoints=0; 
109.     private ArrayList<Location> arrWaypoints; 
110.      
111.      
112.     Location Waypoint = new Location(""); 
113.      
114.          
115.     // Holds the most up to date location.  
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116.     private Location currentLocation; 
117.      
118.     // Set to false when location services are unavailable.  
119.     private boolean locationAvailable = true; 
120.  
121.          
122.     /** Called when the activity is first created. */    
123.     @Override 
124.     public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)  
125.     { 
126.         super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
127.         
getWindow().addFlags(WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_KEEP_SCREEN_ON);               
//Causes application to not go in sleep mode 
128.         setContentView(R.layout.auto_control); 
129.          
130.         startPLCconnection(); 
131.          
132.         this.connectionwriterthread = new ConnectionWriterThread(); 
133.         this.connectionwriterthread.start(); 
134.         
this.connectionwriterthread.setPriority(Thread.NORM_PRIORITY); 
135.          
136.         // Register the sensor managers (Compass) 
137.         registerSensorListners(); 
138.          
139.         //read the Waypoints from File 
140.         readWaypointsFile(); 
141.          
142.         //Check to see if GPS i enabled, if not enable it 
143.         CheckEnableGPS(); 
144.         registerLocationListeners(); 
145.          
146.         // Getting reference to MapView 
147.         mapView = (MapView) findViewById(R.id.map_view); 
148.   
149.         // Setting Zoom Controls on MapView 
150.         mapView.setBuiltInZoomControls(true); 
151.          
152.          
153.         mapView.postInvalidate(); 
154.          
155.          
156.          
157.         View Start_StopBtn = 
(View)this.findViewById(R.id.startStopButton);         //Start Auto 
Navigation Button 
158.             
159.         if(Start_StopBtn != null) 
160.         { 
161.             Start_StopBtn.setOnTouchListener(new OnTouchListener()  
162.             { 
163.                 public boolean onTouch(View v, MotionEvent event)  
164.                 { 
165.                  // show dialog on click 
166.                     switch ( event.getAction() )  
167.                     { 
168.                         case MotionEvent.ACTION_DOWN:  
169.                             StartStopButtonClickEvent(true); 
170.                             break; 
171.                         case MotionEvent.ACTION_UP: 
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172.                             StartStopButtonClickEvent(false); 
173.                             break; 
174.                                              
175.                      } 
176.                       return true; 
177.                  } 
178.              });       
179.         } 
180.                 
181.          
182.     } 
183.      
184.     public void startPLCconnection() 
185.     { 
186.          
187.         try         //Socket connection 
188.         { 
189.             sock = new Socket(PlcIpAddress, 102); 
190.         }  
191.      
192.          
193.         catch (SocketException e) 
194.         { 
195.             PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
196.              
197.         }  
198.      
199.         catch (IOException e) 
200.         { 
201.             PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
202.              
203.         } 
204.          
205.         PlcState.ErrPlc = false;                                        
//Test connection start 
206.         long timeOut; 
207.  
208.         timeOut = network.testConnection("192.168.0.15", 102,           
//Test ip adress 
209.                 10000); 
210.  
211.         if (timeOut > -1) 
212.             {       // connection is alive 
213.                 PlcState.ErrPlc = false; 
214.                              
215.                  
216.                 if (sock != null) 
217.                 { 
218.                     try 
219.                     { 
220.                         oStream = sock.getOutputStream(); 
221.                     }  
222.                      
223.                     catch (IOException e) 
224.                     { 
225.                         PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
226.                          
227.                     } 
228.                      
229.                     try 
230.                     { 
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231.                         iStream = sock.getInputStream(); 
232.                     }  
233.                          
234.                     catch (IOException e) 
235.                     { 
236.                         PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
237.                         
//Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Getting input stream 
problem",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
238.                     } 
239.                      
240.                     PLCinterfacer = new PLCinterface(oStream, 
iStream, "IF1", 2,Nodave.PROTOCOL_ISOTCP); 
241.                     PLCconnector = new TCPConnection(PLCinterfacer, 
0, slot); 
242.                     successfulConnect = PLCconnector.connectPLC(); 
243.                      
244.                      
245.                 } 
246.                 else 
247.                 {// socket connection is not alive 
248.                     PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
249.                     //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Socket 
Connection dead",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
250.                      
251.                 }        
252.              
253.                 } 
254.             else 
255.             {// connection is not alive 
256.                 PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
257.                 //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Connection 
dead",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
258.                  
259.             } 
260.          
261.          
262.          
263.     } 
264.      
265.     public void disconnectPLC() 
266.     { 
267.         try 
268.         { 
269.             PLCinterfacer.disconnectAdapter(); 
270.             PLCconnector.disconnectPLC(); 
271.             System.out.println("Connection Successfully closed"); 
272.             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Connection 
Successfully closed",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
273.                      
274.         } 
275.         catch(Exception e) 
276.         { 
277.             System.out.println(e.toString()); 
278.         } 
279.     } 
280.      
281.      
282.     public void readWaypointsFile() 
283.     { 
284.         // Read Way point file from SD Card 
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285.         try 
286.         { 
287.             arrWaypoints = new ArrayList<Location>(); 
288.             TotalWaypoints = 0; 
289.             Scanner in = new Scanner(new 
File(Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory().getPath() + 
"/MyTracks/csv/ericaWayPoints.csv")); 
290.             in.useDelimiter(","); 
291.             Integer Count = 0; 
292.              
293.             while (in.hasNext()) 
294.             { 
295.                Count++; 
296.                TotalWaypoints++;      
297.                //create new location 
298.                Location tempwaypoint = new 
Location(Count.toString()); 
299.                  
300.                String filevalue = in.next();                                
//read latitude value 
301.                
tempwaypoint.setLatitude(Double.parseDouble(filevalue)); 
302.                 
303.                filevalue = in.next();                                       
//read longitude value 
304.                
tempwaypoint.setLongitude(Double.parseDouble(filevalue)); 
305.                
306.                            
307.                 
308.                //add waypoint to arraylist 
309.                arrWaypoints.add(tempwaypoint); 
310.                 
311.                //System.out.println(value); 
312.             } 
313.              
314.                          
315.         } 
316.          
317.         catch(IOException e) 
318.         { 
319.             e.printStackTrace(); 
320.             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Cant find Map 
File!",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
321.         } 
322.          
323.         //Load the first waypoint from file 
324.         Waypoint=arrWaypoints.get(WaypointCnt); 
325.     } 
326.      
327.      
328.     //StartStop Button click event  
329.     public void StartStopButtonClickEvent(boolean active)      
330.     {    
331.         ImageView Start_StopBtn = 
(ImageView)this.findViewById(R.id.startStopButton);           //Start 
Auto Navigation Button 
332.          
333.         if(active) 
334.         { 
335.              
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336.             if(Navstart) 
337.             {    
338.                 //if Navigation was running, then stop navigation and 
then draw the start button 
339.                 rotateImageView( Start_StopBtn, R.drawable.start, 0 
); 
340.                 Navstart=false; 
341.                  
342.                 //Send stop command  
343.                 connectionwriterthread.AddDirection(500); 
344.             } 
345.             else 
346.             {    
347.                 //if Navigation was not running start navigation and 
draw stop button 
348.                 rotateImageView( Start_StopBtn, 
R.drawable.button_stop, 0 ); 
349.                 Navstart=true; 
350.             } 
351.         }    
352.     }    
353.     //Check if GPS enable, if not request to enable it 
354.     private void CheckEnableGPS() 
355.     { 
356.         String provider = 
Settings.Secure.getString(getContentResolver(),Settings.Secure.LOCATION_
PROVIDERS_ALLOWED); 
357.            if(provider.contains("gps")) 
358.            { 
359.                //GPS Enabled 
360.                Toast.makeText(AutoControl.this, "GPS Enabled: " + 
provider, 
361.                        Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 
362.            } 
363.            else 
364.            { 
365.                AlertDialog.Builder builder = new 
AlertDialog.Builder(this);   
366.                builder.setMessage("Location providers are not 
available. Enable GPS or network providers.") 
367.                .setCancelable(false) 
368.                .setPositiveButton("Yes", new 
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {   
369.                            
370.                    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int 
id)  
371.                    {   
372.                           Intent intent = new 
Intent(Settings.ACTION_LOCATION_SOURCE_SETTINGS);   
373.                           startActivityForResult(intent, 1);   
374.                    }   
375.                       })   
376.                       .setNegativeButton("No", new 
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {   
377.                           public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, 
int id) {   
378.                               AutoControl.this.finish();   
379.                           }   
380.                       }).show();   
381.                 
382.              
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383.            } 
384.  
385.        } 
386.      
387.     private void registerLocationListeners()  
388.     { 
389.         locationManager = (LocationManager) 
getSystemService(LOCATION_SERVICE); 
390.          
391.         // Initialize criteria for location providers 
392.         Criteria fine = new Criteria(); 
393.         fine.setAccuracy(Criteria.ACCURACY_FINE); 
394.         Criteria coarse = new Criteria(); 
395.         coarse.setAccuracy(Criteria.ACCURACY_COARSE); 
396.          
397.         // Get at least something from the device, 
398.         // could be very inaccurate though 
399.         currentLocation = 
locationManager.getLastKnownLocation(locationManager.getBestProvider(fin
e, true)); 
400.          
401.         if (listenerFine == null || listenerCoarse == null) 
402.             createLocationListeners(); 
403.              
404.         // Will keep updating about every 500 ms until  
405.         // accuracy is about 1000 meters to get quick fix. 
406.         
locationManager.requestLocationUpdates(locationManager.getBestProvider(c
oarse, true),0, 0, listenerCoarse); 
407.         // Will keep updating about every 500 ms until  
408.         // accuracy is about 50 meters to get accurate fix. 
409.         
locationManager.requestLocationUpdates(locationManager.getBestProvider(f
ine, true),50, 1, listenerFine); 
410.     } 
411.  
412.     /** 
413.     *   Creates LocationListeners 
414.     */ 
415.     private void createLocationListeners()  
416.     { 
417.         //Create Coarse location Listeners 
418.         listenerCoarse = new LocationListener()  
419.         { 
420.             public void onStatusChanged(String provider,  
421.                 int status, Bundle extras) { 
422.                 switch(status) { 
423.                 case LocationProvider.OUT_OF_SERVICE: 
424.                 case LocationProvider.TEMPORARILY_UNAVAILABLE: 
425.                     locationAvailable = false; 
426.                     break; 
427.                 case LocationProvider.AVAILABLE: 
428.                     locationAvailable = true; 
429.                 } 
430.             } 
431.              
432.             public void onProviderEnabled(String provider)  
433.             { 
434.              
435.             } 
436.              
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437.             public void onProviderDisabled(String provider)  
438.             { 
439.                  
440.             } 
441.              
442.             public void onLocationChanged(Location location)  
443.             { 
444.                 if (location.getAccuracy() > 1000 && 
location.hasAccuracy()) 
445.                     locationManager.removeUpdates(this); 
446.                  
447.                 currentLocation = location; 
448.                 doMapUpdate(); 
449.             } 
450.         }; 
451.          
452.         //Create Fine Location Listeners 
453.         listenerFine = new LocationListener()  
454.         { 
455.             public void onStatusChanged(String provider,int status, 
Bundle extras)  
456.             { 
457.                 switch(status)  
458.                 { 
459.                     case LocationProvider.OUT_OF_SERVICE: 
460.                     case LocationProvider.TEMPORARILY_UNAVAILABLE: 
461.                         locationAvailable = false; 
462.                         break; 
463.                     case LocationProvider.AVAILABLE: 
464.                         locationAvailable = true; 
465.                 } 
466.             } 
467.              
468.             public void onProviderEnabled(String provider)  
469.             { 
470.             } 
471.              
472.             public void onProviderDisabled(String provider)  
473.             { 
474.             } 
475.              
476.             public void onLocationChanged(Location location)  
477.             { 
478.                                  
479.                 //If the accuracy is to bad the stop updates 
480.                 if (location.getAccuracy() > 1000&& 
location.hasAccuracy()) 
481.                     locationManager.removeUpdates(this); 
482.                  
483.                 //update current location 
484.                 currentLocation = location; 
485.                  
486.                 //update mapview 
487.                 doMapUpdate(); 
488.                  
489.                 //check if waypoint is reached 
490.                 checkDistanceToWaypoint(); 
491.             } 
492.         }; 
493.     } 
494.      
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495.     private void registerSensorListners() 
496.     { 
497.         // Register the sensor managers (Compass) 
498.         mSensorManager = (SensorManager) 
getSystemService(SENSOR_SERVICE); 
499.         accSensor = 
mSensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER); 
500.         magnetSensor = 
mSensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_MAGNETIC_FIELD); 
501.         //Register sensor listeners (Compass) 
502.         mSensorManager.registerListener(this, 
accSensor,SensorManager.SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL); 
503.         mSensorManager.registerListener(this, 
magnetSensor,SensorManager.SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL); 
504.     } 
505.      
506.     /** {@inheritDoc} */ 
507.     @Override 
508.     protected void onResume()  
509.     { 
510.         // Make sure that when the activity has been  
511.         // suspended to background,  
512.         // the device starts getting locations again 
513.         registerLocationListeners(); 
514.         super.onResume(); 
515.         //Compass 
516.         registerSensorListners(); 
517.          
518.     } 
519.      
520.              
521.     @Override 
522.     protected void onPause()  
523.     { 
524.         // Make sure that when the activity goes to  
525.         // background, the device stops getting locations 
526.         // to save battery life. 
527.         locationManager.removeUpdates(listenerCoarse); 
528.         locationManager.removeUpdates(listenerFine); 
529.          
530.         super.onPause(); 
531.         //Unregister listener for compass 
532.         mSensorManager.unregisterListener(this); 
533.         disconnectPLC(); 
534.         Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Maak alles 
toe",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
535.          
536.     } 
537.      
538.      
539.     //Part of SensoreventListner for Compass 
540.     public void onAccuracyChanged(Sensor sensor, int accuracy) { 
541.         // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
542.          
543.     } 
544.  
545.     //Part of SensorEventListner for Compass 
546.     public void onSensorChanged(SensorEvent event)  
547.     { 
548.          
549.          
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550.          
551.         if (event.sensor.getType() == Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER) 
552.             gravity = event.values; 
553.         if (event.sensor.getType() == Sensor.TYPE_MAGNETIC_FIELD) 
554.             geoMagnetic = event.values.clone(); 
555.         if (gravity != null && geoMagnetic != null)  
556.         { 
557.             float R[] = new float[9]; 
558.             float I[] = new float[9]; 
559.             boolean success = SensorManager.getRotationMatrix(R, I, 
gravity,geoMagnetic); 
560.              
561.             if (success)  
562.             { 
563.                 /* Orientation has azimuth, pitch and roll */ 
564.                 float orientation[] = new float[3]; 
565.                 SensorManager.getOrientation(R, orientation); 
566.                 float azimut = orientation[0]; 
567.                 updateSensorInfoView(azimut);            
568.                 steerRobot(azimut); 
569.                 System.out.println("Raw Sensor value:"  + 
Double.toString(Math.toDegrees(azimut))); 
570.                 System.out.println("Degree Sensor value:"  + 
calculations.compassDegString(azimut)); 
571.             } 
572.         } 
573.          
574.     } 
575.      
576.     @Override 
577.     public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu) { 
578.         getMenuInflater().inflate(R.menu.activity_main_menu, menu); 
579.         return true; 
580.     } 
581.      
582.     @Override 
583.     public boolean onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item)  
584.     { 
585.         switch (item.getItemId())  
586.         { 
587.         //Check which menu item was selected 
588.           case R.id.save_waypoint_menu: 
589.               Waypoint.setLatitude(currentLocation.getLatitude()); 
590.               Waypoint.setLongitude(currentLocation.getLongitude()); 
591.             break; 
592.              
593.           case R.id.close_menu_btn: 
594.               finish(); 
595.             break; 
596.          
597.          
598.         } 
599.         return true; 
600.     } 
601.   
602.     @Override 
603.     protected boolean isRouteDisplayed() { 
604.         // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
605.         return false; 
606.     } 
607.      
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608.     public void checkDistanceToWaypoint() 
609.     { 
610.                  
611.         //if navigation start is turned on, then start steering robot 
sequences  
612.         if(Navstart) 
613.         { 
614.             double distanceTo = 
Math.round(currentLocation.distanceTo(Waypoint)); 
615.             //if robot is close to destination, stop navigation 
616.             if (distanceTo<3) 
617.             { 
618.                      
619.                      
620.                      
621.                     //Check to see if this was the last waypoint 
622.                     if(WaypointCnt==(TotalWaypoints-1)) 
623.                     {    
624.                         //Send stop command 
625.                         connectionwriterthread.AddDirection(500); 
626.                         ImageView startStopBtn = (ImageView) 
findViewById(R.id.startStopButton); 
627.                         rotateImageView( startStopBtn, 
R.drawable.start, 0 ); 
628.                          
629.                         Navstart=false; 
630.                         WaypointCnt=0; 
631.                         Waypoint=arrWaypoints.get(WaypointCnt); 
632.                     } 
633.                     else 
634.                     { 
635.                         //increment Waypoint counter and load next 
Waypoint 
636.                         WaypointCnt++; 
637.                         Waypoint=arrWaypoints.get(WaypointCnt); 
638.                          
639.                     } 
640.             } 
641.              
642.         }    
643.          
644.     } 
645.      
646.     public void steerRobot(float azimuth) 
647.     { 
648.         double 
direction=calculations.calculateBearing(currentLocation, Waypoint, 
azimuth); 
649.          
650.          
651.          
652.          
653.         if(Navstart) 
654.         { 
655.             System.out.println("Direction send:"  + 
Double.toString(azimuth)); 
656.              
657.                 connectionwriterthread.AddDirection(direction); 
658.              
659.         } 
660.     } 
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661.      
662.     public void doMapUpdate()  
663.     {  
664.          
665.         TextView tvLocation = (TextView) 
findViewById(R.id.tv_location); 
666.           
667.         // Getting latitude 
668.         double latitude = currentLocation.getLatitude(); 
669.   
670.         // Getting longitude 
671.         double longitude = currentLocation.getLongitude(); 
672.   
673.         // Setting latitude and longitude in the TextView tv_location 
674.         tvLocation.setText("Latitude:" +  latitude  + ", Longitude:"+ 
longitude ); 
675.   
676.         // Creating an instance of GeoPoint corresponding to latitude 
and longitude 
677.         GeoPoint point = new GeoPoint((int)(latitude * 1E6), 
(int)(longitude*1E6)); 
678.          
679.         GeoPoint point2 = new GeoPoint((int)(Waypoint.getLatitude() * 
1E6), (int)(Waypoint.getLongitude() * 1E6)); 
680.         // Getting MapController 
681.         MapController mapController = mapView.getController(); 
682.          
683.                  
684.         // Locating the Geographical point in the Map 
685.         mapController.animateTo(point); 
686.   
687.         // Applying a zoom 
688.         mapController.setZoom(20); 
689.   
690.           
691.         // Getting list of overlays available in the map 
692.         List<Overlay> mapOverlays = mapView.getOverlays(); 
693.   
694.         // Creating a drawable object to represent the image of mark 
in the map 
695.         Drawable drawable = 
this.getResources().getDrawable(R.drawable.cur_position); 
696.         Drawable drawable2 = 
this.getResources().getDrawable(R.drawable.waypoint_indicator); 
697.          
698.         // Creating an instance of ItemizedOverlay to mark the 
current location in the map 
699.         CurrentLocationOverlay currentLocationOverlay = new 
CurrentLocationOverlay(drawable); 
700.         CurrentLocationOverlay currentLocationOverlay2 = new 
CurrentLocationOverlay(drawable2); 
701.          
702.         // Creating an item to represent a mark in the overlay 
703.         OverlayItem ocurrentLocation = new OverlayItem(point, 
"Current Location", "Latitude : " + latitude + ", Longitude:" + 
longitude); 
704.         OverlayItem ocurrentLocation2 = new OverlayItem(point2, 
"Current Location", "Latitude : " + latitude + ", Longitude:" + 
longitude); 
705.          
706.          
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707.         // Clear Existing overlays in the map 
708.         mapOverlays.clear(); 
709.          
710.          
711.         // Adding the mark to the overlay 
712.         currentLocationOverlay.addOverlay(ocurrentLocation); 
713.         currentLocationOverlay2.addOverlay(ocurrentLocation2); 
714.          
715.   
716.         // Adding new overlay to map overlay 
717.         mapOverlays.add(currentLocationOverlay); 
718.         mapOverlays.add(currentLocationOverlay2); 
719.               
720.      // Redraw the map 
721.         mapView.invalidate(); 
722.          
723.          
724.          
725.     } 
726.  
727.     public void updateSensorInfoView(float sensorValue) 
728.     { 
729.         TextView tvDirection = (TextView) 
findViewById(R.id.tv_direction); 
730.         ImageView Arrow = (ImageView) 
findViewById(R.id.directionIndicator); 
731.          
732.         rotateImageView( Arrow, R.drawable.forward, 
calculations.calculateBearing(currentLocation, Waypoint, sensorValue) ); 
733.          
734.         System.out.println("Calculatebearing value:"  + 
Double.toString(calculations.calculateBearing(currentLocation, Waypoint, 
sensorValue))); 
735.          
736.         
//tvDirection.setText(calculations.compassDirection(sensorValue) + " " + 
Double.toString(Math.toDegrees(sensorValue))+  
737.         //      "        Distance to Waypoint:" + 
Double.toString(Math.round(currentLocation.distanceTo(Waypoint)))); 
738.         
tvDirection.setText(calculations.compassDirection(sensorValue) + " " + 
calculations.compassDegString(sensorValue)+  
739.                 "        Distance to Waypoint:" + 
Double.toString(Math.round(currentLocation.distanceTo(Waypoint))) + " " 
+ Double.toString(WaypointCnt)) ; 
740.     } 
741.      
742.      
743.     public void rotateImageView( ImageView imageView, int drawable, 
double rotate )  
744.     { 
745.  
746.         // Decode the drawable into a bitmap 
747.         Bitmap bitmapOrg = BitmapFactory.decodeResource( 
getResources(), 
748.                 drawable ); 
749.  
750.         // Get the width/height of the drawable 
751.         DisplayMetrics dm = new DisplayMetrics(); 
getWindowManager().getDefaultDisplay().getMetrics(dm); 
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752.         int width = bitmapOrg.getWidth(), height = 
bitmapOrg.getHeight(); 
753.  
754.         // Initialize a new Matrix 
755.         Matrix matrix = new Matrix(); 
756.  
757.         // Decide on how much to rotate 
758.         rotate = rotate % 360; 
759.  
760.         // Actually rotate the image 
761.          
762.         float temp=(float) rotate; 
763.          
764.         matrix.postRotate( temp, width, height ); 
765.  
766.         // recreate the new Bitmap via a couple conditions 
767.         Bitmap rotatedBitmap = Bitmap.createBitmap( bitmapOrg, 0, 0, 
width, height, matrix, true ); 
768.         //BitmapDrawable bmd = new BitmapDrawable( rotatedBitmap ); 
769.  
770.         //imageView.setImageBitmap( rotatedBitmap ); 
771.         imageView.setImageDrawable(new BitmapDrawable(getResources(), 
rotatedBitmap)); 
772.         imageView.setScaleType( ScaleType.CENTER ); 
773.     } 
774. } 
775. package com.example.GPS; 
776.  
777.  
778.  
779. import com.google.android.maps.GeoPoint; 
780.  
781. import android.hardware.GeomagneticField; 
782. import android.location.Location; 
783.  
784.  
785. /** 
786.  * This class contains tools for computing navigation problems 
787.  *  
788.  * @author Christo Snyman 
789.  * @author Google Inc. 
790.  */ 
791.  
792. public class calculations  
793. { 
794.     public static final int EARTH_RADIUS_KM = 6371; 
795.     public static final double MILLION = 1000000; 
796.      
797.     public static double calculateBearing(final Location 
userLocation, final Location destLocation, double azimut)  
798.     { 
799.  
800.              
801.         //Convert from radians to Degrees 
802.  
803.         double azimuth = Math.toDegrees(azimut); 
804.                  
805.         // If the azimuth is smaller than 0, add 360 to have the 
range from 0 to 360 degrees 
806.         if (azimuth < 0) { 
807.             azimuth = azimuth + 360; 
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808.         } 
809.                       
810.         //Calculate the Geo magnetic declination 
811.         GeomagneticField geoField = new GeomagneticField( 
Double.valueOf( userLocation.getLatitude() ).floatValue(), Double 
812.             .valueOf( userLocation.getLongitude() 
).floatValue(),Double.valueOf( userLocation.getAltitude() 
).floatValue(),System.currentTimeMillis() ); 
813.  
814.         // converts magnetic north into true north 
815.         azimuth += geoField.getDeclination();  
816.  
817.         // Store the bearingTo in the bearTo variable 
818.         float bearTo = userLocation.bearingTo( destLocation ); 
819.  
820.         // If the bearTo is smaller than 0, add 360 to get the 
rotation clockwise. 
821.         if (bearTo < 0) { 
822.             bearTo = bearTo + 360; 
823.         } 
824.  
825.         //This is where we choose to point it 
826.         double direction = bearTo - azimuth; 
827.  
828.         // If the direction is smaller than 0, add 360 to get the 
rotation clockwise. 
829.         if (direction < 0) { 
830.             direction = direction + 360; 
831.         } 
832.          
833.         return direction; 
834.     } 
835.          
836.       
837.     public static String compassDirection(double baseAzimuth) 
838.     { 
839.              
840.         baseAzimuth= Math.toDegrees(baseAzimuth); 
841.         if (baseAzimuth < 0)  
842.         { 
843.             baseAzimuth = baseAzimuth + 360; 
844.         } 
845.              
846.         baseAzimuth= Math.round(baseAzimuth); 
847.         String bearingText = "N"; 
848.      
849.         if ( (360 >= baseAzimuth && baseAzimuth >= 337.5) || (0 <= 
baseAzimuth && baseAzimuth <= 22.5) ) bearingText = "N"; 
850.         else if (baseAzimuth > 22.5 && baseAzimuth < 67.5) 
bearingText = "NE"; 
851.         else if (baseAzimuth >= 67.5 && baseAzimuth <= 112.5) 
bearingText = "E"; 
852.         else if (baseAzimuth > 112.5 && baseAzimuth < 157.5) 
bearingText = "SE"; 
853.         else if (baseAzimuth >= 157.5 && baseAzimuth <= 202.5) 
bearingText = "S"; 
854.         else if (baseAzimuth > 202.5 && baseAzimuth < 247.5) 
bearingText = "SW"; 
855.         else if (baseAzimuth >= 247.5 && baseAzimuth <= 292.5) 
bearingText = "W"; 
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856.         else if (baseAzimuth > 292.5 && baseAzimuth < 337.5) 
bearingText = "NW"; 
857.         else bearingText = "?"; 
858.              
859.         return bearingText; 
860.              
861.     } 
862.      
863.     public static String compassDegString(double baseAzimuth) 
864.     { 
865.         baseAzimuth= Math.toDegrees(baseAzimuth); 
866.         baseAzimuth=Math.round(baseAzimuth); 
867.          
868.          
869.         if (baseAzimuth < 0)  
870.         { 
871.             baseAzimuth = baseAzimuth + 360; 
872.         } 
873.         return Double.toString(baseAzimuth); 
874.              
875.     } 
876.      
877.     /** 
878.      * a convince method for testing if 2 circles on the the surface 
of the 
879.      * earth intersect. we will use this method to test if the users 
accuracy 
880.      * circle intersects a marked locaton's radius if ( 
(accuracyCircleRadius + 
881.      * locationRadius) - fudgeFactor) > 
882.      * acos(sin(lat1Rad)sin(lat2Rad)+cos(lat1Rad 
883.      * )cos(lat2Rad)cos(lon2Rad-lon1Rad)6371 
884.      *  
885.      * @param userPoint 
886.      * @param accuracyRadius 
887.      *            in KM 
888.      * @param locationPoint 
889.      * @param locationRadius 
890.      *            in KM 
891.      * @param fudgeFactor 
892.      *            how many KM the circles have to intersect 
893.      * @return true if the circles intersect 
894.      * @author ricky barrette 
895.      */ 
896.     public static boolean isIntersecting(final Location userPoint, 
final float accuracyRadius, final Location locationPoint, final float 
locationRadius, 
897.             final float fudgeFactor) { 
898.         if (accuracyRadius + locationRadius - fudgeFactor > 
distanceKm(locationPoint, userPoint)) 
899.             return true; 
900.         return false; 
901.     } 
902.      
903.     /** 
904.      * computes the distance between to p1 and p2 based on the curve 
of the 
905.      * earth in km 
906.      *  
907.      * @param p1 
908.      * @param p2 
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909.      * @return the distance between to p1 and p2 
910.      * @author Google Inc. 
911.      */ 
912.     public static double distanceKm(final Location p1, final Location 
p2) { 
913.         // if we are handed a null, return -1 so we don't break 
914.         if (p1 == null || p2 == null) 
915.             return -1; 
916.  
917.         final double lat1 = p1.getLatitude() / MILLION; 
918.         final double lon1 = p1.getLongitude() / MILLION; 
919.         final double lat2 = p2.getLatitude() / MILLION; 
920.         final double lon2 = p2.getLongitude() / MILLION; 
921.         return distance(lat1, lon1, lat2, lon2); 
922.     } 
923.      
924.     /** 
925.      * computes the distance between to lat1/lon1 and lat2/lon2 based 
on the 
926.      * curve of the earth 
927.      *  
928.      * @param lat1 
929.      *            source lat 
930.      * @param lon1 
931.      *            source lon 
932.      * @param lat2 
933.      *            destination lat 
934.      * @param lon2 
935.      *            destination lon 
936.      * @return the distance between to lat1/lon1 and lat2/lon2 
937.      * @author Google Inc. 
938.      */ 
939.     public static double distance(final double lat1, final double 
lon1, final double lat2, final double lon2) { 
940.         final double lat1Rad = Math.toRadians(lat1); 
941.         final double lat2Rad = Math.toRadians(lat2); 
942.         final double deltaLonRad = Math.toRadians(lon2 - lon1); 
943.         return Math.acos(Math.sin(lat1Rad) * Math.sin(lat2Rad) + 
Math.cos(lat1Rad) * Math.cos(lat2Rad) * Math.cos(deltaLonRad)) * 
EARTH_RADIUS_KM; 
944.     } 
945.      
946.      
947. } 
948. package com.example.GPS; 
949.  
950.  
951. import org.libnodave.Nodave; 
952.  
953. public class ConnectionWriterThread extends Thread 
954. { 
955.     double lastValue=100; 
956.      
957.  
958.       
959.      public ConnectionWriterThread() 
960.      { 
961.      } 
962.       
963.      public void AddDirection(double direction) 
964.      { 
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965.        
966.          lastValue=direction; 
967.      } 
968.       
969.      public void run() 
970.      { 
971.          
972.          while(AutoControl.PLCconnector.isConnected()) 
973.          { 
974.                                  
975.              sendMessage(lastValue); 
976.              
977.          } 
978.      } 
979.       
980.      private void sendMessage(double direction) 
981.      { 
982.             byte[] by; 
983.              
984.             //COMMAND CODES 
985.             int Left1=1; 
986.             int Left2=2; 
987.             int Left3=4; 
988.             int Left4=8; 
989.             int Center=16; 
990.             int Right1=32; 
991.             int Right2=64; 
992.             int Right3=128; 
993.             int Right4=256; 
994.             int motorON=512; 
995.             int allOFF=0; 
996.              
997.              
998.              
999.              
1000.             System.out.println("Inside thread value:"  + 
Double.toString(direction)); 
1001.              
1002.              
1003.              
1004.             //if the value 500 is received send stop command 
1005.             if(direction==500) 
1006.             { 
1007.                  
1008.                 by = Nodave.bswap_32(allOFF);               //Stop 
all motors 
1009.                 AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 
123, 4, by); 
1010.             } 
1011.              
1012.              
1013.             else 
1014.             { 
1015.                 if 
(((direction<360)&&(direction>340))||((direction<20)&&(direction>0))) 
1016.                 { 
1017.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Center);               
//Go straight 
1018.                     
AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1019.                 } 
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1020.                 //if destination is left from robot 
1021.                 if ((direction<340)&&(direction>180)) 
1022.                 { 
1023.                     if ((direction<340)&&(direction>300)) 
1024.                     { 
1025.                         by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left2);                
//Left 
1026.                         
AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1027.                     } 
1028.                      
1029.                     else 
1030.                     { 
1031.                         by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left4);                
//Left 
1032.                         
AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1033.                     } 
1034.                 } 
1035.                  
1036.                 //if destination is right from robot 
1037.                 if ((direction>20)&&(direction<180)) 
1038.                 { 
1039.                      
1040.                     if ((direction>20)&&(direction<60)) 
1041.                     { 
1042.                         by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right2);               
//Left 
1043.                         
AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1044.                     } 
1045.                      
1046.                     else 
1047.                     { 
1048.                         by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right4);               
//Right 
1049.                         
AutoControl.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1050.                     } 
1051.                 }    
1052.              
1053.             } 
1054.              
1055.              
1056.      } 
1057. } 
1058. package com.example.GPS; 
1059.  
1060. import java.util.ArrayList; 
1061.  
1062.  
1063. import android.graphics.drawable.Drawable; 
1064. import android.util.Log; 
1065.  
1066. import com.google.android.maps.ItemizedOverlay; 
1067. import com.google.android.maps.OverlayItem; 
1068.  
1069. public class CurrentLocationOverlay extends 
ItemizedOverlay<OverlayItem> { 
1070.      
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1071.     private ArrayList<OverlayItem> mOverlays = new 
ArrayList<OverlayItem>(); 
1072.  
1073.     public CurrentLocationOverlay(Drawable defaultMarker) { 
1074.         super(boundCenterBottom(defaultMarker));         
1075.     } 
1076.  
1077.     // Executed, when populate() method is called 
1078.     protected OverlayItem createItem(int arg0) { 
1079.         return mOverlays.get(arg0);      
1080.     } 
1081.  
1082.     @Override 
1083.     public int size() {      
1084.         return mOverlays.size(); 
1085.     } 
1086.      
1087.     public void addOverlay(OverlayItem overlay){ 
1088.         mOverlays.add(overlay); 
1089.         populate(); // Calls the method createItem() 
1090.     } 
1091.      
1092.     @Override 
1093.     protected boolean onTap(int arg0) { 
1094.         Log.d("Tapped", mOverlays.get(arg0).getSnippet()); 
1095.         return true; 
1096.     } 
1097.      
1098.      
1099. } 
1100. package com.example.GPS; 
1101.  
1102. import android.content.Context; 
1103. import android.graphics.Bitmap; 
1104. import android.graphics.BitmapFactory; 
1105. import android.graphics.Canvas; 
1106. import android.graphics.Matrix; 
1107. import android.graphics.Point; 
1108. import android.location.Location; 
1109.  
1110. import com.example.erica_control.R; 
1111. import com.google.android.maps.GeoPoint; 
1112. import com.google.android.maps.MapView; 
1113. import com.google.android.maps.MyLocationOverlay; 
1114.  
1115.  
1116.  
1117. public class MyLocation extends MyLocationOverlay  
1118. { 
1119.     private Context mContext; 
1120.     static float   mOrientation; 
1121.  
1122.     public MyLocation(Context context, MapView mapView)  
1123.     { 
1124.         super(context, mapView); 
1125.         mContext = context; 
1126.     } 
1127.  
1128.     @Override  
1129.     protected void drawMyLocation(Canvas canvas, MapView mapView, 
Location lastFix, GeoPoint myLocation, long when)  
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1130.     { 
1131.         // translate the GeoPoint to screen pixels 
1132.         Point screenPts = 
mapView.getProjection().toPixels(myLocation, null); 
1133.  
1134.         // create a rotated copy of the marker 
1135.         Bitmap arrowBitmap = BitmapFactory.decodeResource( 
mContext.getResources(), R.drawable.hand); 
1136.         Matrix matrix = new Matrix(); 
1137.         matrix.postRotate(mOrientation); 
1138.         Bitmap rotatedBmp = Bitmap.createBitmap(arrowBitmap,0, 
0,arrowBitmap.getWidth(),arrowBitmap.getHeight(),matrix,true); 
1139.      
1140.         // add the rotated marker to the canvas 
1141.          
1142.         canvas.drawBitmap(rotatedBmp,screenPts.x - 
(rotatedBmp.getWidth()  / 2),screenPts.y - (rotatedBmp.getHeight() / 
2),null); 
1143.         mapView.postInvalidate(); 
1144.  
1145.     } 
1146.  
1147.     public void setOrientation(float newOrientation)  
1148.     { 
1149.         mOrientation = newOrientation; 
1150.     } 
1151. } 
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vii. Android: Line Follower Source Code 
1152. package com.linefollower.cam; 
1153.  
1154. import java.io.IOException; 
1155. import java.io.InputStream; 
1156. import java.io.OutputStream; 
1157. import java.net.Socket; 
1158. import java.net.SocketException; 
1159.  
1160. import org.libnodave.Nodave; 
1161. import org.libnodave.PLCinterface; 
1162. import org.libnodave.PlcState; 
1163. import org.libnodave.TCPConnection; 
1164. import org.libnodave.network; 
1165.  
1166. import com.example.erica_control.R; 
1167.  
1168. import android.app.Activity; 
1169. import android.os.Bundle; 
1170. import android.view.MotionEvent; 
1171. import android.view.View; 
1172. import android.view.WindowManager; 
1173. import android.view.View.OnTouchListener; 
1174. import android.view.ViewGroup.LayoutParams; 
1175. import android.widget.Toast; 
1176.  
1177. public class CamDemoActivity extends Activity  
1178. { 
1179.     public static Display disp; 
1180.     public static Draw draw; 
1181.     public static Activity a; 
1182.     public final String nxtAddress = "00:16:53:11:EB:5C"; //my NXT's 
address 
1183.     public static Conn btConn;  
1184.      
1185.     //PLC 
1186.     public boolean loadcomplete=false;  
1187.     public int i, j; 
1188.     public char buf[]; 
1189.     public byte buf1[]; 
1190.     public PLCinterface PLCinterfacer; 
1191.     public static TCPConnection PLCconnector; 
1192.     public static int successfulConnect; 
1193.     public Socket sock; 
1194.     public final static String PlcIpAddress = "192.168.0.15";                   
//Snyman 
1195.     static int useProtocol = Nodave.PROTOCOL_ISOTCP; 
1196.     static int slot = 2; 
1197.  
1198.      
1199.     byte[] by; 
1200.     OutputStream oStream = null; 
1201.     InputStream iStream = null; 
1202.      
1203.     public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)  
1204.     { 
1205.         super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
1206.          
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1207.         
getWindow().addFlags(WindowManager.LayoutParams.FLAG_KEEP_SCREEN_ON);               
//Causes application to not go in sleep mode 
1208.          
1209.        
1210.         startPLCconnection(); 
1211.          
1212.       
1213.          
1214.         //setup camera display 
1215.         a = this; 
1216.         disp = new Display(this); 
1217.         draw = new Draw(this); 
1218.         setContentView(disp); 
1219.         addContentView(draw, new 
LayoutParams(LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT, LayoutParams.WRAP_CONTENT)); 
1220.          
1221.     } 
1222.      
1223.     public void startPLCconnection() 
1224.     { 
1225.          
1226.         try         //Socket connection 
1227.         { 
1228.             sock = new Socket(PlcIpAddress, 102); 
1229.         }  
1230.      
1231.          
1232.         catch (SocketException e) 
1233.         { 
1234.             PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1235.             //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Error with PLC 
socket",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1236.         }  
1237.      
1238.         catch (IOException e) 
1239.         { 
1240.             PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1241.             //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Error in 
constructor",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1242.         } 
1243.          
1244.         PlcState.ErrPlc = false;                                        
//Test connection start 
1245.         long timeOut; 
1246.  
1247.         timeOut = network.testConnection("192.168.0.15", 102,           
//Test ip adress 
1248.                 10000); 
1249.  
1250.         if (timeOut > -1) 
1251.             {       // connection is alive 
1252.                 PlcState.ErrPlc = false; 
1253.                 //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Connection 
alive",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1254.                  
1255.                  
1256.                  
1257.                 if (sock != null) 
1258.                 { 
1259.                     try 
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1260.                     { 
1261.                         oStream = sock.getOutputStream(); 
1262.                     }  
1263.                      
1264.                     catch (IOException e) 
1265.                     { 
1266.                         PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1267.                         
//Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Error in PLC Socket 
connection",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1268.                     } 
1269.                      
1270.                     try 
1271.                     { 
1272.                         iStream = sock.getInputStream(); 
1273.                     }  
1274.                          
1275.                     catch (IOException e) 
1276.                     { 
1277.                         PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1278.                         
//Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Getting input stream 
problem",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1279.                     } 
1280.                      
1281.                     PLCinterfacer = new PLCinterface(oStream, 
iStream, "IF1", 2,Nodave.PROTOCOL_ISOTCP); 
1282.                     PLCconnector = new TCPConnection(PLCinterfacer, 
0, slot); 
1283.                     successfulConnect = PLCconnector.connectPLC(); 
1284.                      
1285.                      
1286.                 } 
1287.                 else 
1288.                 {// socket connection is not alive 
1289.                     PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1290.                     //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Socket 
Connection dead",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1291.                      
1292.                 }        
1293.              
1294.                 } 
1295.             else 
1296.             {// connection is not alive 
1297.                 PlcState.ErrPlc = true; 
1298.                 //Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Connection 
dead",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1299.                  
1300.             } 
1301.          
1302.          
1303.          
1304.     } 
1305.      
1306.     public void disconnectPLC() 
1307.     { 
1308.         try 
1309.         { 
1310.             PLCinterfacer.disconnectAdapter(); 
1311.             PLCconnector.disconnectPLC(); 
1312.             System.out.println("Connection Successfully closed"); 
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1313.             Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),"Connection 
Successfully closed",Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1314.                      
1315.         } 
1316.         catch(Exception e) 
1317.         { 
1318.             System.out.println(e.toString()); 
1319.         } 
1320.     } 
1321.      
1322.     public void stopAllMotors() 
1323.     {    
1324.         byte[] by; 
1325.         by = Nodave.bswap_32(0);                //turn off all 
commands 
1326.         PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1327.     } 
1328.      
1329.     @Override 
1330.     protected void onPause()  
1331.     { 
1332.         super.onPause(); 
1333.         disconnectPLC(); 
1334.         stopAllMotors(); 
1335.         
Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),Integer.toString(disp.count),Toas
t.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
1336.     } 
1337.      
1338. } 
1339. package com.linefollower.cam; 
1340.  
1341. import java.io.IOException; 
1342. import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
1343. import java.io.OutputStream; 
1344. import java.util.UUID; 
1345.  
1346. import android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter; 
1347. import android.bluetooth.BluetoothDevice; 
1348. import android.bluetooth.BluetoothSocket; 
1349.  
1350. public class Conn 
1351. { 
1352.     public static BluetoothAdapter bt; 
1353.     public BluetoothSocket socket; 
1354.     public String nxtAddress; 
1355.     public boolean connected = false; 
1356.      
1357.     //this class facilitates all things Bluetooth 
1358.     public Conn(String a) 
1359.     { 
1360.         nxtAddress = a; 
1361.     } 
1362.      
1363.     //Enable Bluetooth adapter 
1364.     public void enableBT() 
1365.     { 
1366.         bt = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter(); 
1367.          
1368.         if(bt.isEnabled()==false) 
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1369.         { 
1370.             bt.enable(); 
1371.             while(!(bt.isEnabled())) //wait for Bluetooth 
1372.             {}                      // to finish enabling 
1373.         } 
1374.     } 
1375.      
1376.     //connect to given NXT 
1377.     public boolean connectToNXT() 
1378.     { 
1379.         BluetoothDevice nxtt = bt.getRemoteDevice(nxtAddress); 
1380.          
1381.         try  
1382.         { 
1383.             socket = nxtt.createRfcommSocketToServiceRecord(UUID 
1384.                     .fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-
00805F9B34FB")); 
1385.             socket.connect(); 
1386.          
1387.             connected = true; 
1388.         }  
1389.         catch (IOException e)  
1390.         { 
1391.             connected = false; 
1392.         } 
1393.              
1394.         return connected; 
1395.     } 
1396.      
1397.     //writing multiple bytes 
1398.     public void writeMessage(byte[] msg) 
1399.     { 
1400.         if(socket!=null) 
1401.         { 
1402.             try  
1403.             { 
1404.                 OutputStream out = socket.getOutputStream(); 
1405.                 out.write(msg); 
1406.                 out.flush(); 
1407.             }  
1408.             catch (IOException e)  
1409.             { 
1410.             } 
1411.         } 
1412.         else 
1413.         { 
1414.         } 
1415.     } 
1416.      
1417.     //write a single byte 
1418.     public void writeMessage(byte msg) 
1419.     { 
1420.         if(socket!=null) 
1421.         { 
1422.             try  
1423.             { 
1424.                 OutputStream out = socket.getOutputStream(); 
1425.                 out.write(msg); 
1426.                 out.flush(); 
1427.             }  
1428.             catch (IOException e)  
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1429.             { 
1430.             } 
1431.         } 
1432.         else 
1433.         { 
1434.         } 
1435.     } 
1436.       
1437.     //read messages from the NXT 
1438.     public int readMessage() 
1439.     { 
1440.         int msg; 
1441.  
1442.         if(socket!=null) 
1443.         { 
1444.             try  
1445.             { 
1446.                 InputStreamReader in = new 
InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()); 
1447.                 msg = in.read(); 
1448.  
1449.                 return msg; 
1450.             }    
1451.             catch (IOException e)  
1452.             { 
1453.                 return -1; 
1454.             }    
1455.         } 
1456.         else 
1457.         { 
1458.             return -1; 
1459.         } 
1460.     } 
1461. } 
1462. package com.linefollower.cam; 
1463. import java.util.LinkedList; 
1464.  
1465. import org.libnodave.Nodave; 
1466.  
1467. public class ConnectionWriterThread extends Thread 
1468. { 
1469.     int lastValue=100; 
1470.      
1471.     private LinkedList<Integer> directionList = new 
LinkedList<Integer>(); 
1472.       
1473.      public ConnectionWriterThread() 
1474.      { 
1475.      } 
1476.       
1477.      public void AddDirection(int direction) 
1478.      { 
1479.       //this.directionList.add(direction); 
1480.          lastValue=direction; 
1481.      } 
1482.       
1483.      public void run() 
1484.      { 
1485.          
1486.          while(CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.isConnected()) 
1487.          { 
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1488.              
1489.              //if values to send 
1490.         //   Integer value = this.directionList.pollFirst(); 
1491.         //   if(value != null) 
1492.         //   { 
1493.                  
1494.                      sendMessage(lastValue); 
1495.                  
1496.                      
1497.         //   }   
1498.          } 
1499.      } 
1500.       
1501.      private void sendMessage(int offset) 
1502.      { 
1503.             byte[] by; 
1504.              
1505.             //COMMAND CODES 
1506.             int Left1=1; 
1507.             int Left2=2; 
1508.             int Left3=4; 
1509.             int Left4=8; 
1510.             int Center=16; 
1511.             int Right1=32; 
1512.             int Right2=64; 
1513.             int Right3=128; 
1514.             int Right4=256; 
1515.             int motorON=512; 
1516.              
1517.              
1518.              
1519.              
1520.             System.out.println("Inside thread value:"  + 
Integer.toString(offset)); 
1521.             //if(offset <(CamDemoActivity.draw.getHeight()/2)) 
1522.             if(offset <400) 
1523.             { 
1524.                  
1525.                 if(offset>350)  
1526.                 {    
1527.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right1);               
//left 
1528.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1529.                 } 
1530.                  
1531.                 else if(offset>250)  
1532.                 {    
1533.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right2);               
//left 
1534.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1535.                 } 
1536.                  
1537.                 else if(offset>150)  
1538.                 {    
1539.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right3);               
//left 
1540.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1541.                 } 
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1542.                  
1543.                 else 
1544.                 {    
1545.                         by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right4);               
//left 
1546.                         
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1547.                          
1548.                 } 
1549.                  
1550.                  
1551.             //      by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left4);                
//left 
1552.             //      
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1553.                  
1554.             } 
1555.              
1556.             else 
1557.             { 
1558.                 if(offset<450)  
1559.                 {    
1560.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left1);                
//Right 
1561.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1562.                 } 
1563.                  
1564.                 if(offset<550)  
1565.                 {    
1566.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left2);                
//Right 
1567.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1568.                 } 
1569.                  
1570.                 if(offset<650)  
1571.                 {    
1572.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left3);                
//Right 
1573.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1574.                 } 
1575.                  
1576.                 else 
1577.                 { 
1578.                     by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Left4);                
//Right 
1579.                     
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1580.                 } 
1581.              
1582.                  
1583.             //      by = Nodave.bswap_32(motorON+Right4);               
//left 
1584.             //      
CamDemoActivity.PLCconnector.writeBytes(Nodave.FLAGS,0, 123, 4, by); 
1585.                  
1586.              
1587.             } 
1588.             //} 
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1589.      } 
1590. } 
1591. package com.linefollower.cam; 
1592.  
1593. import java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream; 
1594.  
1595. import org.libnodave.Nodave; 
1596.  
1597.  
1598. import android.content.Context; 
1599. import android.graphics.Bitmap; 
1600. import android.graphics.BitmapFactory; 
1601. import android.graphics.Color; 
1602. import android.graphics.ImageFormat; 
1603. import android.graphics.Matrix; 
1604. import android.graphics.Rect; 
1605. import android.graphics.YuvImage; 
1606. import android.hardware.Camera; 
1607. import android.hardware.Camera.PreviewCallback; 
1608. import android.hardware.Camera.Size; 
1609. import android.view.SurfaceHolder; 
1610. import android.view.SurfaceHolder.Callback; 
1611. import android.view.SurfaceView; 
1612. import android.widget.Toast; 
1613. import android.util.Log; 
1614.  
1615. public class Display extends SurfaceView implements Callback  
1616. { 
1617.     public SurfaceHolder sh; 
1618.     public Camera cam; 
1619.     public int width; 
1620.     public int height; 
1621.     public Bitmap bitmap; 
1622.     int minIndex = -1; 
1623.     boolean lightOn = false; 
1624.     public int count = 99; 
1625.     private ConnectionWriterThread connectionwriterthread; 
1626.      
1627.      
1628.     public Display(Context context)  
1629.     { 
1630.         super(context); 
1631.         this.connectionwriterthread = new ConnectionWriterThread(); 
1632.         this.connectionwriterthread.start(); 
1633.         
this.connectionwriterthread.setPriority(Thread.NORM_PRIORITY); 
1634.         sh = getHolder(); 
1635.         sh.addCallback(this); 
1636.         sh.setType(SurfaceHolder.SURFACE_TYPE_PUSH_BUFFERS); 
1637.     } 
1638.  
1639.     public void surfaceCreated(SurfaceHolder holder)  
1640.     { 
1641.         if(cam == null) 
1642.             cam = Camera.open(); 
1643.          
1644.         setFlashlight(true);   
1645.         try 
1646.         { 
1647.             cam.setPreviewCallback(new PreviewCallback() 
1648.             { 
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1649.                 public void onPreviewFrame(byte[] data, Camera c)  
1650.                 { 
1651.                     final byte[] d = data; 
1652.                     if(cam != null) 
1653.                     { 
1654.                         //changing the given data to a bitmap image 
1655.                         Size previewSize = 
cam.getParameters().getPreviewSize(); 
1656.                         YuvImage yu = new YuvImage(d, 
ImageFormat.NV21,previewSize.width, previewSize.height, null); 
1657.                         ByteArrayOutputStream out = new 
ByteArrayOutputStream(); 
1658.                         yu.compressToJpeg(new Rect(0, 0, 
previewSize.width,previewSize.height), 0, out); 
1659.                         Bitmap b = 
BitmapFactory.decodeByteArray(out.toByteArray(), 0, 
out.toByteArray().length); 
1660.                         //rotate the image because the camera returns 
the image off by 90 degrees 
1661.                         Matrix m = new Matrix(); 
1662.                         m.postRotate(90); 
1663.                         b = Bitmap.createBitmap(b, 0, 0, 
previewSize.width,previewSize.height, m, true); 
1664.                          
1665.                         //finding the "darkest" spot using the red 
component  
1666.                         int hU = b.getWidth()/2; 
1667.                         int min = 256; 
1668.                         for(int x = 0; x < b.getHeight(); x++) 
1669.                         { 
1670.                             int r = Color.red(b.getPixel(hU,x)); 
1671.                             if(r < min) 
1672.                             { 
1673.                                 min = r; 
1674.                                 minIndex = x; 
1675.                             } 
1676.                         } 
1677.                          
1678.                         //scaling the position of the darkest value 
for use by the NXT  
1679.                          
1680.                         int result = 
(int)((minIndex/b.getHeight())*200); //CJS Keep range between 0 and 200 
for Erica 480 is width of screen 
1681.                         System.out.println("Darkest position value:"  
+ Integer.toString(minIndex)); 
1682.                                          
1683.                         
connectionwriterthread.AddDirection(minIndex);  
1684.                          
1685.                          
1686.                         //show the picture on the screen 
1687.                         bitmap = b; 
1688.                         CamDemoActivity.draw.invalidate(); 
1689.                     } 
1690.                 } 
1691.             }); 
1692.         } 
1693.         catch (Exception e) 
1694.         { 
1695.         } 
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1696.     } 
1697.      
1698.     public void surfaceChanged(SurfaceHolder holder, int format, int 
w, 
1699.             int h)  
1700.     { 
1701.         cam.setDisplayOrientation(90); 
1702.          
1703.         cam.startPreview(); 
1704.         width = w; 
1705.         height = h; 
1706.     } 
1707.  
1708.     public void surfaceDestroyed(SurfaceHolder holder)  
1709.     { 
1710.         cam.setPreviewCallback(null); 
1711.         cam.stopPreview(); 
1712.         cam.release(); 
1713.         cam = null; 
1714.     } 
1715.      
1716.     //http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3878294/camera-parameters-
flash-mode-torch-replacement-for-android-2-1 
1717.     public boolean setFlashlight(boolean isOn) 
1718.     { 
1719.         if (cam == null) 
1720.         { 
1721.             return false; 
1722.         } 
1723.         Camera.Parameters params = cam.getParameters(); 
1724.         String value; 
1725.         if (isOn) // we are being ask to turn it on 
1726.         { 
1727.             value = Camera.Parameters.FLASH_MODE_TORCH; 
1728.         } 
1729.         else  // we are being asked to turn it off 
1730.         { 
1731.             value =  Camera.Parameters.FLASH_MODE_AUTO; 
1732.         } 
1733.  
1734.         try{     
1735.             params.setFlashMode(value); 
1736.             cam.setParameters(params); 
1737.  
1738.             String nowMode = cam.getParameters().getFlashMode(); 
1739.  
1740.             if (isOn && 
nowMode.equals(Camera.Parameters.FLASH_MODE_TORCH)) 
1741.             { 
1742.                 return true; 
1743.             } 
1744.             if (! isOn && 
nowMode.equals(Camera.Parameters.FLASH_MODE_AUTO)) 
1745.             { 
1746.                 return true; 
1747.             } 
1748.             return false; 
1749.         } 
1750.         catch (Exception ex) 
1751.         { 
1752.         } 
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1753.         return false; 
1754.     } 
1755.      
1756.     public byte[] intToByteArray(int value)  
1757.     {  
1758.         return new byte[]  
1759.         {  
1760.             (byte)(value >>> 24),(byte)(value >>> 16),(byte)(value 
>>> 8),(byte) value 
1761.         };  
1762.     } 
1763.      
1764.      
1765. } 
1766. package com.linefollower.cam; 
1767.  
1768. import android.content.Context; 
1769. import android.graphics.Canvas; 
1770. import android.graphics.Color; 
1771. import android.graphics.Paint; 
1772. import android.graphics.Paint.Style; 
1773. import android.view.View; 
1774.  
1775. public class Draw extends View  
1776. {    
1777.      
1778.      
1779.     public Draw(Context c) 
1780.     { 
1781.         super(c); 
1782.          
1783.     } 
1784.      
1785.     public void onDraw(Canvas c) 
1786.     { 
1787.         Paint p = new Paint(); 
1788.         p.setColor(Color.RED); 
1789.          
1790.         //draw the camera's contents 
1791.         if(CamDemoActivity.disp.bitmap!= null) 
1792.             c.drawBitmap(CamDemoActivity.disp.bitmap, 0, 0, p); 
1793.  
1794.         //draw the pointer of the darkest spot 
1795.         int hU = getWidth()/2; 
1796.         int index = CamDemoActivity.disp.minIndex; 
1797.          
1798.         if(index<(getHeight()/2)) 
1799.         {    
1800.             p.setColor(Color.YELLOW); 
1801.         } 
1802.         else 
1803.         { 
1804.             p.setColor(Color.CYAN); 
1805.         } 
1806.           
1807.         p.setStyle(Style.STROKE); 
1808.         p.setStrokeWidth(5); 
1809.         c.drawRect( hU-90,index, hU+10,index+1, p); 
1810.     } 
1811. } 
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viii. Enclosed CD Reference Guide: 
 
 
Directories 
 
Android Eclipse Project The complete Android software project files 
including all libraries 
 
Siemens Step 7 Project  The complete Siemens Step 7 project files 
  
Test Videos Videos relating to Dissertation development 
and tests 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
